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Abstract
In today's applications where dealing with vast stream data becomes a norm
rather than an exception, it is in urgent need to design data dissemination
systems in large scale. We identify a new pattern of data dissemination based on
conformance constraints where data accuracy can be traded for low bandwidth.
We formally dene the problem of conformance preserving data dissemination
and address two types of conformance data dissemination problems that we
are interested in: data dissemination based on simple subscriptions and data
dissemination based on composite subscriptions.
For simple subscriptions, we propose a Multilevel Cooperative Filter (MCF)
overlay. We describe an online greedy algorithm to compute the minimum-size
data sequence for dissemination and prove that it gives the optimal approxima-
tion ratio to the optimal o-line solution for all deterministic online algorithms.
We then show that our multilevel cooperative lter algorithm generates the
same dissemination sequence as the online greedy algorithm, thus proving the
optimality of our approach. We further prove the NP-hardness of the lter over-
lay construction and give a O(lnn)-approximation algorithm to minimize the
level-wise communication cost.
We extend the model to support a richer and more expressive subscription
semantics, allowing the user interest to be specied as arbitrary conformance
predicates combined using logical operators on multiple data sources. Through
Disjunctive Normal Form (DNF) transformation, arbitrary composite lters are
decomposed into conjunctive lters. We then use a hybrid method based on
ltering strength to support these conjunctive lters with low communication
cost and low latency.
We have built a stock monitoring application using real life stock quotes
collected from Yahoo Finance to evaluate the performance. A variety of ex-
periments have been conducted to verify our design choices and deepen our
understanding of the impact of various system parameters on both application-
level and network-level performances. The simulation results suggest that the
approaches are feasible to be deployed in large scale networks.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The advancement of internet technology, pervasive computing, wireless and
sensor networks has made vast data streams available. A data stream is a
sequence of ordered pairs (s;) where s denotes a data value and  a time
interval. We observe a proliferation of applications, e.g., nancial data ser-
vices, wide-area resource accounting, online-auctions, sensor network monitoring
[1, 9, 21, 24, 30, 31, 44], spanning across areas of data engineering, distributed
systems, sensor networks where stream-oriented data dissemination plays a cru-
cial part.
A typical data dissemination system involves the participation of three log-
ical components: the data sources continuously generating updates, the users
submitting subscriptions to express dierent interests in the stream data, and
the data dissemination network which installs lters based on subscriptions and
delivers data to individual subscribers based on the results of the lters upon
data updates. Logical divisions do not prevent dierent components from re-
siding on the same physical node, i.e., a node can be a data provider, a user to
other data sources and a part of the data dissemination network all at the same
time.
Some common characteristics shared by these applications are: rst, data
streams are highly dynamic, i.e., the data values change continuously and in
most applications, the number of subscribers is huge. Consequently, the com-
munication overhead entailed could be prohibitively high if it is necessary to
publish every data item. Second, it is also widely observed that, in many such
applications, exact values of data are not required. For instance, in a stock price
monitoring system, a trader may be interested in a certain stock only when the
price change has reached a certain threshold. The same scenario may exist in
a structural health monitoring system where an event is triggered when the
changes of sensor readings are beyond some specied bounds.
We term the data dissemination problem in the above scenarios as the Con-
formance Preserving Data Dissemination problem. The subscriber is only in-
terested in an incoming data item whose dierence from the last delivered value
is greater than the specied threshold. We call this threshold conformance
threshold. Conformance preserving data dissemination oers a new latitude in
handling data to trade data accuracy for low communication overhead.
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Most of today's data dissemination systems are content-based. Content-
based data dissemination systems install \static" lters into the systems in the
sense that the data ranges specied by the subscriptions are xed throughout
the life time of these subscriptions in the system. For example, if a housing
broker is only interested in houses between $300,000 and $400,000, only those
listings that fall within this price range are delivered to the broker. Conformance
preserving data dissemination systems, on the other hand, deal with dynamic
lters as they are a function of not only the conformance threshold, but also a
local state. The specied data range changes every time a local state changes.
Referring to the previous housing broker example, a housing broker may be
only interested in receiving a notication about a house when its price change
is above a certain threshold. A local state of an individual subscriber is the
last piece of data delivered to that subscriber, which changes every time when
there is a data delivery. This adds another layer of complexity to the data
dissemination problem.
Conformance preserving data dissemination is rst studied by Shah et al.
[42]. Their work focuses on developing techniques to improve data propagation
eciency and network resilience. However, they consider data assignment and
client assignment separately and their algorithm is not designed to minimize
dissemination cost. A similar problem is addressed by Olston et al. [33] by
installing lters at remote data sources to minimize incoming data, which are
then sent to a central stream processor for query handling. Unfortunately, as
in the case with centralized models in general, this approach does not provide
resilience to system failure, load balancing and scalability. These issues are even
more critical in many of today's stream-data applications. In order to achieve
system resilience and scalability, the unprecedented scale of these applications
calls for a well-designed stream-data dissemination overlay.
In this thesis, we study the problem of conformance preserving data dissem-
ination from two aspects:
Single data source - We propose a Multilevel Cooperative Filter (MCF)
algorithm to address conformance based subscriptions to single data sources.
Central to MCF are two key ideas: cooperative lters and lter-based overlay.
Cooperative lters make sure that a lter with large conformance threshold can
be decomposed into a sequence of smaller ones without compromising confor-
mance preserving property. Filter-based overlay strives to make all such decom-
positions share as many common smaller lters as possible and thus minimizes
the total number of lters to check.
Multiple data sources - We extend the model to support a richer and
more expressive subscription semantics, allowing the user interest to be spec-
ied as constraints on multiple data sources. These constraints are combined
using logical operators. Through Disjunctive Normal Form (DNF) transforma-
tion, arbitrary composite lters are decomposed into conjunctive lters. We
then propose a hybrid method to support these conjunctive lters with low
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communication cost and low latency.
Motivating Scenarios
We highlight three motivating scenarios that may benet from conformance
preserving data dissemination systems below:
Stock quote services
The advancement in distributed infrastructures has made online personal in-
vestment a reality. Millions of users are doing stock trading in front of their
computers. Many existing stock monitoring applications track users' favorite
stocks and alert them when the stock prices reach a specied high or low. This
is equivalent to the notion of content based data dissemination where xed
ranges are specied. We anticipate another useful type of stock price moni-
toring where the decision making is based on a tolerance bound to the price
uctuation. For instance, an aggressive trader wants to be more in tune with
the markets by specifying a stringent conformance threshold such that the price
reported should not deviate from the actual value by a few cents. On the other
hand, a long term trader may not care about penny losses. They may specify a
larger conformance threshold.
More applications can be supported by allowing the user to specify confor-
mance thresholds (lters) on multiple stocks. Multiple lters can be combined
using logical operators [ and \. [ denotes an any semantics while \ denotes
an all semantics. These semantics are useful to support applications to monitor
trends, events, or when a decision is made not based on a single stock, but a
number of stocks.
Structural health monitoring through sensor readings
Structural health monitoring involves monitoring a structure over time through
periodic readings from a variety of sensors such as light, vibration, temperature,
sound, etc to determine the state of the structural health. Sensor readings are
generated in large volumes and it is infeasible and unnecessary to deliver all
sensor readings to the subscribers.
The degradation of the structures and occurrence of extreme events such as
re or earthquakes are in general reected in the change of sensor readings rather
than the readings themselves. The users may specify conformance thresholds
for light, motion, temperature, magnetic elds, etc to monitor dierent aspects
of the structural health. Conformance preserving data dissemination systems
would provide a natural infrastructure for such applications.
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Network monitoring applications
Network trac monitoring is of great interest to Internet Service Providers
(ISPs), large corporates and institutions, online service providers for security,
infrastructure planning, etc. Network tracs on logins, DNS lookups, visits to
individual pages can all be monitored. If not designed carefully, the continuous
monitoring might generate a lot of trac which might be disruptive to the
normal service. Hence dierent aspects of the network tracs can be monitored
and for each, dierent alert levels can be registered to the network based on
dierent tolerance level. Conformance preserving data dissemination provides
a natural framework to support such applications.
Main Contributions
The main contributions of this thesis are:
1. Our work represents the rst study of dynamic lters with structured
overlays. We formally dene the problem of conformance preserving data
dissemination and extend the model to support arbitrary composite con-
formance predicates combined using logical operators.
2. For simple subscriptions, we describe an online greedy algorithm to com-
pute the minimum-size data sequence for dissemination and prove that
it gives the optimal approximation ratio to the optimal o-line solution
for all deterministic online algorithms. We then show that our multilevel
cooperative lter algorithm generates the same dissemination sequence as
the online greedy algorithm, thus proving the optimality of our approach.
We propose a multilevel overlay of cooperative lters, oering a distributed
model for conformance preserving stream-data dissemination.
3. For composite subscriptions, we use Disjunctive Normal Form (DNF)
transformation to decompose arbitrary composite lters into conjunc-
tive lters. Semantic optimization is further performed based on lter-
ing strength and we propose a hybrid method to support subscriptions of
larger dimentions.
4. We build a stock monitoring application using real time stock quotes and
conduct extensive experiments to demonstrate the scalability of our system
and show that it is feasible to be deployed in large scale systems.
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we outline back-
ground information and prior research eorts relevant to our research. Chapter
4
3 introduces the overall framework. We describe our work to support confor-
mance preserving data dissemination in Chapter 4 and 5: Chapter 4 focuses
on data dissemination based on simple subscriptions while Chapter 5 supports
composite subscriptions based on multiple data sources. Chapter 6 concludes
the thesis with a discussion of future research directions.
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Chapter 2
Related Work
2.1 Peer-to-Peer Paradigm
Peer-to-Peer(P2P) systems oer an alternative to traditional client/server sys-
tems for large scale distributed applications. Participants within a P2P system
share a portion of their resources such as computation power, storage, le con-
tent, etc. In contrast to client/server systems where a clear functional distinction
exists between clients and servers (dedicated servers provide contents or services
while clients request those contents and services provided by the servers), no
such clear distinction exists in a P2P system. Participants within a P2P system
can function as clients or servers at the same time.
2.1.1 Unstructured P2P Systems
In unstructured P2P networks, the placement of data or index of data has no
relation with the overlay topology. Each participant in the network has no
knowledge on where the data are stored on the other nodes. The actual search
is usually through ooding or random-walk.
Napster [32] uses a central server to store the meta-data (index). However,
central servers have a single point of failure and they are vulnerable to mali-
cious attacks. Furthermore, the issue of scalability becomes the major concern
for large scale applications. On the other end of the spectrum of decentralization
is Gnutella [22]. It eliminates the central index server completely and constructs
a virtual overlay for routing by each peer maintaining a list of \neighbors". The
original Gnutella implementation uses a ooding mechanism to distribute Query
messages by each node forwarding the messages to all of its neighbors. Scalabil-
ity issues arise due to the excessive message overhead caused by ooding. Kazaa
[26] lies in between the two extremes discussed above. It introduces the notion
of Supernodes which act as a central server in a small part of the P2P network.
The hybrid nature of Kazaa harnesses the advantage of both centralized and
decentralized indexing: it reduces the discovery time, the workload and also
avoids a single point of failure
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2.1.2 Structured P2P Systems
In structured P2P systems, the topology of the network is tightly tied to the
placement of data or data index. By allowing each node storing a carefully
selected set of index and routing information, ecient lookup services could be
achieved by employing a globally consistent protocol. Among them, distributed
hash tables (DHT) are by far the most common types of structured P2P systems.
Distributed hash tables (DHTs) use a consistent hashing scheme to hash
data content to keys. Each peer in the network is responsible for maintaining
a portion of the keys in such a way that any change in the network will cause
minimal interruption. This allows DHTs to scale to large number of partic-
ipating nodes and to handle network dynamics introduced by constant node
joining, leaving and failures. Many DHT schemes have been proposed and in
this section, we focus on three representative schemes: Chord, CAN and Pastry.
Chord [17] uses consistent hashing to assign both the data and peers a key
in a circular identier space. In a steady state, each peer maintains routing
information for about O(logN) other peers, called ngers, where N is the size
of the network. The nger placement algorithm computes exponentially spaced
ngers and therefore allows routing in O(logN) hops from one node to any other
node in the network. As we use Chord as the underlying DHT overlay in this
research, we will postpone the detailed discussion on Chord to Section 3.1.1.
CAN [38] uses a virtual d-dimensional Cartesian coordinate space, a d-torus
in fact. The space is dynamically partitioned among all the nodes in the network.
CAN nodes maintain a routing table containing the routing information about
nodes that responsible for zones adjacent to their own. Routing between any pair
of nodes in CAN can be achieved by Manhattan routing by greedily forwarding
data to the neighbor with coordinates closest to the destination coordinates.
Therefore, by storing 2d neighbors, CAN is able to achieve an average routing
path length of O(N1=d), where N is the number of zones in the coordinate space
or the number of nodes in the network.
Pastry [40] is based on Plaxton graph and is in many ways similar to Chord.
The major distinction is in routing and therefore how routing information is
maintained in individual nodes. Pastry nodes maintain a routing table with
row i storing the routing information about nodes which share a common prex
of length i with them. Prex routing is used by nding a node in the routing
table which shares a longer prex with the destination address than the peer
itself. Pastry improves upon Chord by the use of a neighborhood set. It takes
into account the physical closeness on the underlying Internet when selecting
which node to forward the data to.
A tradeo exist in DHTs between the node degree, i.e. the neighbors of any
node, and the route length. Intuitively, the higher the node degree, the shorter
the route length. However, the higher the degree, the higher the maintenance
cost due to network dynamicity caused by constant node join, leave, or failures.
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Most of the popular DHTs uses a combination of O(logN) degree with route
length O(logN), except that CAN uses O(d) degree with route length O(N1=d).
2.1.3 Range Queries on DHT Overlays
DHT oers an attractive platform to support applications based on exact matches.
The later development calls for systems that support more expressive queries,
namely range queries. However, the very feature, namely the randomized hash
function, that makes for DHTs' good load balancing works against range queries.
To still take advantage of the good load balancing of DHTs, most DHT-based
overlay schemes adopt the approach to hash ranges rather than individual val-
ues. However, they dier in the underlying DHTs and how ranges are divided
and mapped onto the DHT overlays.
Space Filling Curves
Adrzezak and Xu [3] are perhaps the rst to support range query processing
over DHT-based P2P systems. They use CAN as the underlying DHT and
range queries are supported by mapping intervals to zones according to two
properties: rst, close-by intervals should be mapped to two close-by zones;
second, if an interval is partitioned into two sub-intervals, the zones of two
sub-intervals must partition that of the original interval. Such mapping can be
achieved by using space lling curves and they use Hilbert curve in their work.
While [3] supports range queries on 1-dimensional space by mapping a 1-
dimensional space to a d-dimensional CAN zones using space lling curves,
space lling curves can also be used in a reverse manner by encoding the d-
dimensional keyword space to a 1-dimensional index space, as done in Squid
[41]. A linear order is therefore imposed on the partitions of d-dimensional
keyword space so that they can be mapped to Chord. Such a construction
makes multi-attribute range queries a possibility.
Tree Based
A variety of tree-based over-DHT indexing schemes are proposed in the litera-
ture. Common to these approaches are a tree structure to support range queries
and a mapping scheme to map the tree nodes to the underlying DHTs. They
dier in the types of trees selected and the mapping scheme.
Prex hash tree (PHT) is used in [39]. The root of the tree is labeled with
the attribute name and all downstream vertices are labeled recursively this way:
given a vertex l, its left and right child are labeled as l0 and l1 respectively. Data
are stored only at leaf nodes and internal nodes are for routing purposes only.
The prexes of the leaf nodes in the PHT form a universal prex set such that
for any innite binary sequence, there is exactly one element in the set which
is a prex of that sequence. The mapping between the tree structure and the
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underlying DHT is achieved by hashing the prex labels of PHT vertices over
the DHT node identier space.
P-tree is introduced in [15, 16] as a distributed version of B+-tree. The key
idea behind the P-tree is to maintain parts of semi-independent B+-trees at
each peer. Furthermore, each peer stores and maintains only the left-most root-
to-leaf path of its corresponding B+-tree. Therefore, P-tree provides search
performance similar to B+-tree while at the same time, only responsible for
maintaining the consistency of a limited number of nodes, i.e., nodes along its
leftmost root-to-leaf path.
Distributed quad-tree is used in [45] to superimpose a quad-tree over Chord.
Multi-dimensional data space is recursively decomposed into four congruent
square blocks and each quad-tree block can be uniquely identied by its cen-
troid. A linear order is imposed on these centroids by hashing such that the
responsibility for a quad-tree block is associated with a Chord peer.
A general framework is proposed in [13] to map tree-structured logical data
onto a DHT-based physical node space. Three mapping schemes are compared
with respect to their performance characteristics under dierent scenarios, each
of which uses a dierent replication mechanism to reduce range search time and
to achieve load balance.
2.2 Content Based Publish/Subscribe Systems
In a publish/subscribe or data dissemination system (we use these two terms
interchangeably in this thesis), as subscribers and publishers are distributed in
the network, a publisher does not know who are interested in its data, and vice
versa, a subscriber does not know where in the network its data of interest are
available. So the fundamental problem in a publish/subscribe systems is to
design a mechanism to deliver data updates to interested users quickly. The
early connection between data dissemination and DHT-based P2P systems are
through topic based publish/subscribe systems. Scribe [11] and Bayeux [53] are
two earlier such attempts based on Pastry [40] and Tapestry[52] respectively.
As DHT overlays eciently route subscriptions and data updates to their corre-
sponding nodes that are determined based on the hashing function, they provide
a natural infrastructure to support data dissemination systems.
The later development in DHT overlays to support range queries also opens
a door for its adoption to support content based publish/subscribe systems.
Based on their focuses, we classify existing research eorts into three categories:
2.2.1 DHT Based Publish/Subscribe Systems
Research eorts in this category focus on understanding dierent DHT overlays
and utilizing them to provide ecient and eective data delivery. These ap-
proaches dier in the choice of underlying overlays and how subscriptions are
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mapped to overlay addresses. In particular, Meghdoot [23] supports subscrip-
tions of range constraints by converting an n-dimensional range to a point in
2n-dimensional space and deriving a proper scheme to map logical partitions
to CAN [38] nodes. [37] builds over Pastry [40]. By choosing the right com-
bination from forward and reverse path of subscription and advertisement, it
supports both subject-based and content-based subscriptions. Both [46] and
[5] use Chord [17] as the underlying overlay. [46] proposes an order preserving
Chord where each attribute domain occupies a continuous segment of the Chord
ring, while [5] introduces a general architecture that adopts an abstract stateless
mapping.
2.2.2 Subscription Covering and Merging
Research eorts in this category further exploit the relation among individual
subscriptions through subscription covering and merging [10, 28, 35]. Subscrip-
tions in [10] are represented in a partially ordered set, where the partial order is
dened by the covering relations. The routing information is pushed out from
a subscriber to all potential publishers according to the subscription covering
relation stored at interfaces of participating nodes . Therefore forwarding states
are set up to deliver messages of interest to the subscriber.
Subscriptions in [28] are represented using modied binary decision diagrams
(MBDs) so that publication routing, subscription covering and merging can
be supported in a unied manner. A novel subscription covering algorithm is
proposed based on MBDs. Subscription merging, especially imperfect merging,
is also explored.
The approach proposed in [35] uses a \Monte Carlo" type probabilistic algo-
rithm for subscription set reduction. Instead of exploring set covering relation
among single subscriptions, it checks the coverage relationship between a sub-
scription and a set of subscriptions. Hence it reduces the set of active subscrip-
tions in the overall system and provides gains in terms of publication matching
because the tested subscription set is reduced.
Covering relations are exploited in the aforementioned systems due to the
existence of Inclusion Property dened in Section 4.3.3. Conformance preserv-
ing data dissemination, however, deals with conformance thresholds, which are
dynamic lters. They may not exhibit the Inclusion Property and hence a dif-
ferent approach should be adopted.
2.2.3 Summarization
Subscription summarization introduces a new paradigm for publish/subscribe
systems [46]. Instead of exploring relations among subscriptions, it compacts
the subscription information per broker. Each subscription is dissolved into its
attribute-value pairs, which are in turn merged into their corresponding sum-
mary structures. In this paradigm there are no subscription entities, only sub-
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scription summaries. New corresponding matching algorithms are developed.
Furthermore, multi-broker subscription summaries are also explored and dis-
tributed algorithms for eciently propagating multi-broker summaries among
brokers are also developed.
2.2.4 Discussion
Content based data dissemination systems deal with static lters, where data
delivery is based on absolute value ranges rather than a conformance bound.
Conformance preserving data dissemination systems, on the other hand, deal
with dynamic lters. Since dynamic lters are lters moving with the current
state of each subscriber, a naive way to support dynamic lters in content-
based data dissemination systems is to continuously de-register and re-register
the lters as the underlying state changes. Such repeated registration would
incur prohibitively high communication cost when the number of subscriptions
is huge, which is common in a large scale data dissemination systems. Therefore,
we are seeking a new approach to deal with dynamic lters.
2.3 Approximation Based Data Dissemination
The idea of using numeric bounds or precision constraints in persistent queries
are studied in [6, 33, 43, 49] in the database community. Their focus is on main-
taining numeric bounds on aggregated values from multiple sources. However,
in this thesis, we are not interested in approximation on aggregated values, but
the data streams themselves.
Negotiation among data sources in a distributed manner is proposed in [6, 43,
49] with the goal of reducing stream rates with varying numerical conformance
constraints. However, the various algorithms proposed are not designed for
the purpose of minimizing dissemination cost. The approach presented in [33]
uses a centralized processor to install lters at remote data sources to minimize
stream rates while guaranteeing precision constraints of persistent queries. As
in the case with centralized models in general, this approach does not provide
resilience to system failure, load balancing and scalability.
The most close research work to ours is [42]. They propose a network of
corporative repositories to deliver data with precision guarantees for a large
population of remote subscribing users. The data delivery is through a dy-
namic data dissemination tree where the data source is the root of the tree.
The dissemination tree is formed in such a way that repositories with stringent
coherence requirements are placed closer to the root. However, their algorithm
is not designed to minimize the dissemination cost. Furthermore, they do not
use DHT as the underlying structure, hence resilience, scalability issues have to
be dealt with separately.
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The problem of maximizing data precision given the available communication
resources is addressed in [34], which is an inverse problem to ours.
We observe the counterparts of dynamic lters in other research contexts,
with dierent concerns and solutions. In the context of replicated network ser-
vice, algorithms are proposed in [51] to eciently bound absolute error among
replicated services using only local information. However, they are not con-
cerned with data dissemination or other network issues such as self organization,
scalability. Conformance maintenance is studied in [8] and [50] in the context
of web caching. In web caching, the staleness of the data object is measured by
time, while in our context, it is measured by value. Maintaining conformance
based on time is considered a simpler problem since time only monotonically
increases while values could uctuate in both directions.
We study conformance preserving data dissemination systems based on sim-
ple subscriptions in [12]. This thesis extends the model to support both simple
and composite subscriptions. Composite queries are studied in [27] based on
and and or operators. However, their problem setting is dierent from ours as
they are to support group based aggregation queries.
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Chapter 3
The Overall Framework
Data dissemination systems present an important paradigm for asynchronous
communication in a distributed environment. We propose a general framework
for large-scale data dissemination. The algorithms developed for small-scale
applications may not be suitable in this context. To this end, we leverage the
strength of a distributed model to support massive data dissemination.
Our design principle is to harness the benet of DHT while at the same time,
build over-DHT overlays to counteract the randomness introduced by DHT.
Figure 3.1 shows the overall design diagram. It consists of three components:
the DHT layer, the dissemination layer and a stateless mapping scheme to map
dissemination layer to the DHT layer. We introduce each of them below.
Figure 3.1: The system design
3.1 The DHT (Distributed Hash Table) Layer
In the literature, we observe two branches of research eorts to support dis-
tributed data dissemination: the DHT-based overlay schemes which build an
add-on layer on top of DHT to address complex queries that are not supported
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directly by DHT; direct distributed indexing schemes such as skip graph [4, 19]
or tree-based structures [25, 18], which remove the extra layer of DHT and use
distributed data structures to support range-based queries. The DHT-based
overlays are less ecient than the latter since they introduce another layer of
indirection. However, direct distributed indexing schemes lack the inherent ben-
ets of load balancing, self-organization that come with DHT. They usually need
to deal with those issues separately.
In this research, we focus on a DHT-based overlay scheme, Chord specif-
ically, due to the following reasons: rst, we want to support dierent types
of data dissemination and a common DHT layer would maximize the reusable
components of the system. Second, DHTs could save us the trouble of address-
ing the scalability, load balancing and robustness issues in a data dissemination
system so that we could focus more on designing the right dissemination layer.
Third, DHT-based schemes can be easily deployed on existing DHT networks,
which is important from a practical point of view.
The idea of DHTs is to \provide a conceptually global, but physically dis-
tributed directory"[7]. DHTs provide a generic put/get interface for storage and
retrieval, which is based on an abstract key space. put(k; data) computes a key
based on the data and stores the data on a network node in charge of the key
using the underlying routing mechanism. get(k) retrieves the data from the
node storing the key.
3.1.1 Chord Layer
Chord[17] orders the identiers in a ring modulo 2m, where 2m is the size of
the identier space. Both the key space and the node address space (i.e., IP
addresses) are mapped to this same identier space. A given key, k, is assigned
to the rst node whose identier is equal to or immediately follows k in this
circular space. That node is called the key's successor.
For a network overlay of N nodes, Chord maintains two sets of neighbors
for each node for routing purposes. The rst set consists of two nodes: the
successor and the predecessor. Routing correctness is achieved with this set.
The second set stores the nger table of O(logN) nodes spaced exponentially
from the current node in the key space. Routing is achieved by forwarding the
key to the closest node in the nger table that precedes the key. Finger table
achieves routing eciency by ensuring that the lookup cost is O(logN).
3.1.2 Multicast in Chord
Large scale data dissemination often involves delivering the same set of data
to multiple destinations. Hence a basic multicast mechanism is needed. As
Chord is mainly designed as a point-to-point protocol, it lacks a basic multicast
mechanism which is indispensable in a data dissemination network. We add
an additional multicast() interface in the DHT layer, as shown in Figure 3.1.
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Since in Chord a linear order is imposed on all the participating nodes to form
the ring, this characteristic could be used to construct an ecient multicast
primitive.
Figure 3.2: Responsibility range for each nger node in Chord
If we view broadcast in Chord as forming a spanning tree rooted at the node
which initiates the action, multicast in Chord eectively prunes the spanning
tree by exploring only those branches which lead to required destinations. Given
a list of destinations dlist and a nger table, the nger node at entry i is only
responsible for forwarding messages to those destinations whose ChordIDs fall
with the range of [f [i]; f [i + 1]). Figure 3.2 shows the responsibility range of
each nger table node using the arrowed lines. Algorithm 1 gives the detailed
multicast algorithm. Algorithm 2 describes a helper function used by Algorithm
1 to extract a set of destinations from the destination list dlist that falls within
the clockwise interval of [n1; n2). Process(d) is a generic function indicating
the processing of data once they reach the destination.
Algorithm 1 Multicast on node n
Input: message hmulticast; !, dlisti
1: if n 2 dlist then
2: dlist = dlist n n
3: n.Process(!)
4: end if
5: if n:successor 2 dlist then
6: dlist = dlist n n:successor
7: send hmulticast; !; fn:successorgi to n:successor
8: end if
9: for i = 1 to m do
10: d = ExtractDests(dlist, n:f [i], n:f [(i+ 1) mod m]
11: if d 6= ; then
12: send hmulticast; !; di to n:f [i]
13: end if
14: end for
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Algorithm 2 ExtractDests on node n
Input: hdlist; n1; n2i
if n1 < n2 then
return fk 2 dlist j k 2 [n1; n2)g;
else
return fk 2 dlist j k 2 [n1; 2m] [ [0; n2)g;
end if
3.2 The Dissemination Layer
The dissemination layer shown in Figure 3.1 provides two functional interfaces:
publish() and subscribe(). Users use the subscribe() interface to register data
constraints in the system while data sources use publish() to deliver data to
interested users.
Since data sources and users are distributed across the network, the dis-
semination layer should provide some form of directory service. A centralized
directory service is used in earlier data dissemination systems. However, as data
dissemination expands to a much larger scale, a centralized solution is no longer
feasible. The directory has to be partitioned and stored at a collection of net-
work nodes. Requirements for doing such partitioning and storage are twofold:
rst, both publishers and users should be able to locate the relevant directory
service easily without global knowledge; second, no single node is a performance
bottleneck.
In the next two chapters, we will discuss the detailed designs of dissemination
layer to support dierent types of conformance preserving data dissemination,
namely data dissemination based on simple subscriptions and data dissemina-
tion based on composite subscriptions.
3.3 The Stateless Mapping Scheme
The dissemination layer that we have proposed to support conformance preserv-
ing data dissemination needs to be mapped to the Chord layer, which essentially
enforces a linear order on the network nodes. A stateless mapping scheme excels
in a distributed environment as frequent node joins or leaves will only aect a
limited number of network nodes. No global knowledge is required; such knowl-
edge is usually not available in a distributed system.
We dene a stateless mapping scheme to map the index structure to the
Chord space as a hash function: h(x; ) = h1(x) + h2(), where x is the data
source.  may be dened dierently for dierent index schemes and it will be-
come apparent what  represents when we discuss dierent index schemes in the
next two chapters. Hash function h(x) consists of two portions: the randomized
portion h1 and the order preserving portion h2. The randomized portion is
to randomly distribute within the Chord space subscriptions to dierent data
sources. The order preserving portion is to store subscriptions to the same data
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source on a contiguous Chord space, a ring segment essentially. We use SHA-1
as h1 to map data source x to a number k in Chord space, which marks the
beginning of the ring segment that subscriptions to x occupy. Depending on the
 value, h2 determines which node within the ring segment is used to store the
subscription. The range of h2 is bounded by L, the length of the ring segment.
L is determined by the number of subscriptions to a particular data source x
and the node capacity. We use a simple linear function as h2 where h2() = a
and a = L=max().
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Chapter 4
Conformance Preserving
Data Dissemination Based
on Simple Subscriptions
4.1 Introduction
The advancement of the P2P paradigm has proved it to be a feasible means for
data dissemination. Most of today's data dissemination systems are content-
based. These systems deal with static lters: lters specifying a xed data range
allowed to be delivered to subscribers. With the proliferation of streaming data
such as news feed, stock quotes or sensor readings, we see an opportunity for
a new pattern of data dissemination. With the data generated continuously in
large quantities, it is almost infeasible and unnecessary to deliver every piece of
data generated. The subscribers are no longer interested in exact values of the
data stream, but a quantitative approximation guarantee of the data delivered.
We consider an environment where a subscriber is only interested in an
incoming data item whose dierence from the last delivered value is greater
than the specied threshold. We call this threshold conformance threshold and
this type of data dissemination conformance preserving data dissemination.
Contrast to content-based data dissemination, conformance preserving data
dissemination systems deal with varied data ranges. Only data that deviate
beyond a specied conformance threshold need to be delivered. The last piece
of data delivered to an individual subscriber represents that subscriber's lo-
cal state. As the local states change over time, the allowed data ranges shift.
Thus, a conformance based lter is a function of two variables: the conformance
threshold and a local state. We call such lters dynamic lters.
Because of their prohibitive dissemination cost, large scale conformance pre-
serving data dissemination systems present special challenges, as well as op-
portunities for performance optimization. Subscriptions may potentially come
from any node in the network and a mixture of ne and coarse lters may co-
exist in the system. A naive approach is to apply to the stream a distinct lter
for each given conformance threshold; however, this approach incurs signicant
communication cost as each data item needs to be sent to every lter to check
for conformance.
We use a sequence of small conformance thresholds in the system to simulate
larger ones. This is motivated by the following observation: values in the data
stream are not random but represent relatively small changes from prior values.
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We call this property of streams temporal locality. We exploit temporal locality
to reduce unnecessary checks: by organizing the lters in multi-level hierarchy,
we need not check the data against relatively coarse-grained lters when more
ne-grained lters are not satised. As a result much fewer network nodes are
multicast for each level.
The main contributions of this work are as follows:
1. To the best of our knowledge, the work presented in this chapter represents
the rst study of dynamic lters with structured overlays.
2. We describe an online greedy algorithm to compute the minimum-size data
sequence for dissemination and prove that it gives the optimal approxi-
mation ratio to the optimal o-line solution for all deterministic online
algorithms. We then show that our multilevel cooperative lter algorithm
generates the same dissemination sequence as the online greedy algorithm,
thus proving the optimality of our approach.
3. We propose a multilevel overlay of cooperative lters, oering a distributed
model for conformance preserving stream-data dissemination. In partic-
ular, we give the constraints for the decomposition of any single lter
based on a conformance threshold into multilevel lters and prove the NP-
hardness of the lter overlay construction for a collection of conformance
thresholds. We give a greedy algorithm which is a O(lnn)-approximation
for the optimal solution to minimize the level-wise communication cost.
4. Extensive experiments are conducted with three system parameters: the
network size, the data streams variability and the number of subscrip-
tions. Compared to two approaches, the baseline Single-level Filter al-
gorithm and the more rened Multilevel Filter Decomposition algorithm,
our approach Multi-level Cooperative Filter(MCF) algorithm gives the
best application-level and network-level performance. MCF is scalable: a
linear increase in network sizes only produces a logarithmic increase in
resource usage.
4.2 Problem Formulation
The stream data in our study are conned to numeric values. We let X denote
the set of all data sources and let x range over X. Denote as X = x1; x2; : : : ; xT
the entire sequence of data values generated by the data source x at time in-
terval 1, 2 until T and cs be the conformance threshold specied by a user
subscription s. Denote as X = xi1 ; xi2 ; : : : ; xiM the sequence of data values
delivered to the subscriber. Conformance preserving property (P1) requires X
to be a subsequence of X, and furthermore, for all xim 2 X where m 2 [1;M ]
and im 2 [1; T ], jxt   xim j  cs, where t 2 [im; im+1).
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A subscription s is a vector of four components: a unique subscription ID,
data source x, conformance threshold cs and the subscriber.
We denote a lter based on a conformance threshold cs as fcs . It is con-
structed for each subscription with the last delivered data x^s, the local state, as
its center of alignment. The range of a lter f , denoted as R(f), is dened as
[x^s cs; x^s+cs]. Dynamic lters dier from static ones in that, as the local state
varies with every data delivery, a dynamic lter each time species a dierent
range, i.e., it moves with each data delivery. After each time a new value is
delivered, the state of the subscriber is refreshed and the lter is re-centered.
In general, lters can be used in two ways in data delivery: One is to demand
any data that fall inside the range to be delivered to the subscribers. The other
is to demand only data values that fall outside the range to be delivered. The
two situations can be transformed into one another with easy adaptation, since
to require a data item to fall outside a range [c1; c2] is equivalent to requiring it
to fall inside either of the two ranges ( 1; c1) and (c2;1). In this paper, we
would focus on the latter case, as users are interested in incoming data items
that fall outside the specied bound.
Denition 1. Conformance Preserving Data Dissemination is dened
as the problem of designing a lter overlay for data dissemination which satises
the property of (P1) for each subscriber, given a set of incoming data sources
X and a set of subscribers each with some specied conformance thresholds.
We also make the following basic assumptions when building our system.
First, each subscriber or data source knows at least one network node, the
bootstrap node. Second, without loss of generality, data values are converted to
integers. All data items and hence the conformance thresholds are bounded.
For easy reference, Table 4.1 summarizes the symbols that we have discussed
so far and are used throughout the rest of the chapter.
Symbol Meaning
X the set of all data sources, we let x range over X
X the entire sequence of data values generated by x
X the sequence of data values delivered to the subscriber
s the subscription
cs the conformance threshold
fcs the lter based on the conformance threshold cs
x^s the local state based on subscription s
R(f) conformance range [x^s   cs; x^s + cs]
Table 4.1: Conformance preserving data dissemination for simple subscriptions:
models and symbols
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4.3 Conformance Preserving Data
Dissemination
In this section, we discuss a series of attempts to design the index structure to
gain a better understanding on how our nal approach is derived and a number
of interesting results we achieved along the way.
The task of conformance preserving data dissemination is to deliver the nec-
essary data to the user with minimum dissemination cost. Due to the capacity
limitation of each node, a collection of nodes are needed to store and process
the subscriptions for each data source. We call these nodes processors. Other
nodes simply forward messages until the destination is reached. We call them
forwarders. Based on this understanding, we further divide the dissemination
cost into the maintenance cost and the delivery cost. The maintenance cost
is the communication cost for building and routing within the processors, i.e.,
the index structure of the dissemination network. The delivery cost is the com-
munication cost for multicasting the data to individual subscribers once they
pass through the index structure. For a xed number of subscriptions and net-
work topology at any given time, the delivery cost is minimized when jXj is
minimized.
Hence, conformance preserving data dissemination consists of two aspects:
First, given a conformance threshold and a data stream, how to minimize the size
of subsequences delivered to individual subscribers; Second, given a collection of
conformance thresholds, how to construct an overlay which minimizes the com-
munication cost among the participating nodes while preserving the optimality
of delivered subsequences. In the rest of this section, we will address these two
aspects. Section 4.3.1 studies the problem of minimizing jXj and provides an
optimal OnlineGreedy algorithm. Section 4.3.2, 4.3.3, 4.3.4, and 4.3.5 detail a
series of our attempts to extend the result of Section 4.3.1 to a collection of
nodes, namely, the Single-level Filter (SF), the Multilevel Filter Decomposition
(MFD) and the nal Multilevel Cooperative Filter (MCF) algorithm.
Figure 4.1 illustrates the dissemination layer of our conformance preserving
data dissemination system. Dierent organization schemes, namely, the Single-
level Filter (SF), Multiple Filter Decomposition (MFD) and Multilevel Corpo-
rative Filter (MCF) method, are treated as pluggable modules in the layer, each
of which has to provide the basic publication and subscription functionality.
4.3.1 OnlineGreedy Is Optimal
In this section, we address the problem of minimizing the size of subsequences
delivered to individual subscribers given a conformance threshold.
Each time a data source x refreshes its data, the processors need to decide
whether the newly published data value should be delivered to the subscribers.
The processors use the OnlineGreedy algorithm, which delivers a data item to
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Figure 4.1: The dissemination layer of conformance preserving data dissemina-
tion
a subscriber if and only if it diers greater than cs from the last delivered data
value of that subscriber.
Despite the simplicity of the OnlineGreedy algorithm, we prove in the rest
of this section an interesting result: the OnlineGreedy algorithm actually gives
the optimal approximation to the optimal o-line solution.
In order to measure how well the OnlineGreedy algorithm performs, we are
seeking an optimal solution, calledGlobalOpt, which produces the minimum-size
subsequence Xopt of X while preserving conformance requirement. GlobalOpt
is an o-line algorithm, which assumes the entire data stream X is known in
advance. Algorithm 3 gives the algorithm. For two data items xi; xj 2 X with
i  j, we say xi dominates xj if jxi   xj j  cs.
Algorithm 3 GlobalOpt
Input: The stream data X, the conformance threshold cs
Output: Xopt
1: M  X
2: Xopt  ;
3: while M 6= ; do
4: Find the smallest i such that xi dominates all xj ; j  i; where xi and all
xj 2M
5: Xopt  fxig [Xopt
6: Delete from M all xj ; j  i
7: end while
Unfortunately, an online stream data environment makes it impossible to
know the entire data stream in advance as we can only process each data item
as it comes in. In this case, what is the optimal performance one can achieve?
Theorem 1. Given a user-specied conformance threshold cs, no deterministic
online algorithm can achieve an approximation ratio better than (n) for the
optimal o-line solution, where n is the length of the data stream.
Proof. we use an adversary argument [14] to prove the theorem. Let the de-
terministic online algorithm be A. Suppose the data stream is revealed one by
one by an adversary who attempts to force A to deliver as much data as pos-
sible. The adversary keeps in hand two data streams each of length n. X1 =
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f4; 8; 9; 12; 6; 12; 6; : : : ; 12; 6g, i.e., after the rst three values 4; 8; 9, the stream
toggles between 12 and 6 for the rest n 3 items. X2 = f4; 8; 9; 5; 9; 5; : : : ; 9; 5g,
i.e., after the rst two values 4; 8, the stream toggles between 9 and 5 for the
rest n   2 items. The conformance threshold is set to 3. After the third data
item 9 is revealed to the algorithm A, depending on the deterministic action
taken by A, the adversary chooses one of the two data streams to reveal for the
rest of process. Recall that we require that the sequence of data to be delivered
is a subsequence of the source stream. This ensures that each decision made by
A is irreversible.
1. If A decides to deliver this item 9, the adversary chooses to reveal X2.
It is clear that the optimal o-line solution for X2 is to deliver f4; 8g, a
sequence of length 2. However, now that A has chosen to deliver 9, it has
to deliver every data item thereafter to preserve conformance. In total, it
would deliver all n data. The approximation ratio is thus n=2.
2. If A decides not to deliver this item 9, the adversary chooses to reveal X1.
It is clear that the optimal o-line solution for X1 is to deliver f4; 8; 9g,
a sequence of length 3. However, now that A has chosen not to deliver
9, it has to deliver every data item thereafter to preserve conformance.
In total, it would deliver n   1 data. The approximation ratio is thus
(n  1)=3.
In conclusion, no deterministic online algorithm can achieve an approximation
ratio better than (n) for the optimal o-line solution.
It's trivial to see that OnlineGreedy gives an n-approximation for the optimal
o-line solution. Hence the following corollary follows from the theorem.
Corollary 1. Given a user-specied conformance threshold cs, OnlineGreedy is
optimal for all deterministic online algorithms.
Although the performance of the best online algorithm is poor in the worst
case, fortunately, as shown by our experiments in Figure 4.2, the OnlineGreedy
algorithm provides a good approximation to the optimal o-line solution for real
stock stream data. The dark solid line in Figure 4.2 shows the average ratios
between the size of the delivered data computed by OnlineGreedy over that by
GlobalOpt for dierent conformance thresholds from 1 to 63. Note that each
point in the line is an average of ratios computed based on all 5000 stock stream
data in our data set. Figure 4.2 also shows ratios for four individual stocks,
namely, Yahoo, Ebay, Intel and Microsoft. For most conformance threshold
values, the OnlineGreedy achieves 3=2-approximation for the optimal o-line
solution.
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Figure 4.2: The average ratio of delivered data size by OnlineGreedy over Glob-
alOpt for real stock data
4.3.2 Single-level Filter Method
OnlineGreedy gives the algorithm for a single processor to process the incom-
ing data. From this section onwards, we extend the result to a collection of
processors; our goal is to construct an overlay to minimize the communication
cost among the participating nodes while preserving the optimality of delivered
subsequences.
The Single-level Filter (SF) method is a simple scheme where we have a at
organization of processors, each of which stores a portion of the directory and
functions independently from each other. The mapping is done as follows: We
replace  by conformance threshold cs in hash function h introduced in Section
3.3.
Subscription. Given a subscription s, the subscription layer uses the un-
derlying Chord layer to route s to the target node, whose ChordID immediately
succeeds h(x; cs). The subscriber is assigned an initial state for subscription s
based on the most recent value of x at the source.
Publication. Each time data source x generates data, this data value has
to be sent to the entire collection of processors for x, namely, a Chord ring seg-
ment of length L, starting at h1(x). Individual processor uses OnlineGreedy to
determine whether the data value should be delivered to respective subscribers
and the actual data delivery is done through the multicast primitive described
in Section 3.1.2.
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4.3.3 Optimization and Diculties
Single-level Filter (SF) method proposes a at organization of processors. Each
time a data source generates a new data value, it has to be sent to the entire
collection of processors, as illustrated in Figure 4.3(a). Considering the high
data generation rate and large number of processors (due to the huge number
of subscriptions), the communication cost is high.
Figure 4.3: Organization: at vs. hierarchical
In a large scale conformance preserving data dissemination system, subscrip-
tions may potentially come from any node and a mixture of ne and coarse lters
may co-exist in the network. Optimization could be achieved by using lters
of smaller conformance thresholds to save unnecessary checking for larger ones.
This idea is illustrated in Figure 4.3(b) where processors are organized into a
hierarchy and only the data passing through the higher level lters are passed
on to lower level lters.
Take a simple example for static lters. If we only deliver data falling outside
a user-specied range, any data that can not pass a ner lter [3; 4] will not be
able to pass a coarser lter [2; 5].
In general, in order for the pre-screening of ner lters to work for coarser
lters, the Inclusion Property must hold. If we let F denote the universe of lters
and Xi the data sequences ltered by the lters fi, the Inclusion Property can
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be formally stated as:
8f1; f2 2 F; f1  f2 ) X1  X2
Filters fi are intervals. We use  to denote interval inclusion. The Inclusion
Property says that if f1 is a sub-interval of f2, the data ltered by the lter f1 is
a subsequence of those by f2. This property can be utilized for early pruning. As
we have seen in our example, static lters usually exhibit the Inclusion Property
and therefore admit eective optimization. However, things get tricky in the
case of dynamic lters. The following example illustrates the diculties.
Data stream: 10 16 21 19 32 25 19 13 8   
Data Delivered to s1(c1 = 5): 10 16 32 25 19 13   
Data Delivered to s2(c2 = 10): 10 21 32 19 8   
Figure 4.4: An example of data delivered to subscribers with dierent confor-
mance thresholds
Figure 4.4 demonstrates a sample data stream and two subscribers with dierent
conformance thresholds of 5 and 10 respectively. The rst row shows the source
data stream while the rest rows show the actual data sequences delivered to
individual subscribers. The anomaly occurs when trying to deliver data value
21 and 8. Although they do not pass through the lter of 5, they pass through
the lter of 10. Consider a naive delivery scheme where the data values are not
checked against a coarser lter if they do not pass through a ner one, value
21 and 8 would not be delivered to subscribers of conformance thresholds of 10,
where indeed they should.
Dynamic lters don't satisfy the Inclusion Property. This is due to the fact
that local states are involved in constructing the intervals and local states may
change over time. Hence special care has to be taken when organizing lters.
In the next two sections, we will discuss two hierarchical schemes to orga-
nize processors as an improvement on SF: the Multi-level Filter Decomposition
(MFD) Method in Section 4.3.4 and the Multi-level Cooperative Filter (MCF)
Method in Section 4.3.5.
4.3.4 Multi-level Filter Decomposition Method
In Multi-level Filter Decomposition (MFD) Method, larger lters are decom-
posed into smaller ones and lters are organized into a multi-level hierarchy.
Let's check the example given in Figure 4.5 to see how decomposition works
in a two-level hierarchy. Suppose the user-specied conformance threshold is
cs = 11. We decompose cs into two conformance thresholds c
1
s = 3 and c
2
s = 8.
We will explain why cs is decomposed in this way shortly. Assume x1 is the
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Figure 4.5: A stationary state period of two-level lter movement
last delivered data value to the user. At this moment, both lters fc1s = f3 and
fc2s = f8 are aligned with x1 being the center, as well as fcs = f11. As another
data item comes, e.g. x2, if it falls within the range of f3, it won't pass through
the rst level lter, as illustrated in (a). We move f3 only if the incoming data
item falls out of f3's range, e.g. x3, at which point we would move f3 to align
with x3, as in (b). Having passed through the rst level lter, x3 would reach
the second level lter f8. As it falls within f8, we don't move f8. If an incoming
data item falls out of the ranges of both f3 and f8 like x5 in (c), both lters
would be moved to align with x5, and x5 will be delivered to the user, as shown
in (d). Hence x5 becomes the last delivered data item and the conguration of
the lters is restored to a condition same as that in (a). We call the duration
between (a) and (d) a stationary state period.
Now we show how we should decompose cs into c
1
s and c
2
s to preserve con-
formance. We have the following observations.
1. To preserve conformance, we have to ensure that c1s + c
2
s  cs. Otherwise,
in (c) for example, we would have the right boundary of c1s lying outside of
the right boundary of cs. As a result, incoming data which pass through
the original lter fcs are not able to pass through fc1s now, and therefore
will not be delivered to the user, violating the conformance requirement.
2. To prevent redundant data from being delivered, we have to ensure that
c1s + c
2
s  cs. Otherwise, in (c) for example, we would have the right
boundary of c1s lying inside of the right boundary of cs. As a result,
incoming data that do not pass through the original lter fcs has a chance
to pass through both fc1s and fc2s now, and therefore will be delivered to
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the user.
It follows that
c1s + c
2
s = cs (4.1)
It is also easy to see that in order to use fc2s , we also have
c1s < c
2
s (4.2)
We may extend the constraints of constructing two-level lters to those of
constructing multi-level ones. Let k be the number of levels, then for a given
conformance threshold cs,
cs =
kX
i=1
cis (4.3)
cis >
i 1X
j=1
cjs for 1 < i  k (4.4)
In the rest of this section, we will describe a simple scheme that we adopt
to satisfy constraints (4.3) and (4.4).
Multi-level Hierarchy
We need to derive a multi-level hierarchy to t in all conformance thresholds in
[1;max(cs)] that satisfy the decomposition constraints (4.3) and (4.4). One easy
way of decomposition is to represent the conformance thresholds as a number
in base b = d kpmax(cs) + 1e,where k is the number of levels.
Let's use an example to illustrate. Given 63 as max(cs) and a three-level
hierarchy, we are to use base 4 encoding. We could easily determine the de-
composition of any conformance threshold. For instance, 21(10) = 111(4) =
001 + 010 + 100(4), 34(10) = 202(4) = 002 + 200(4).
The encoding also tells which node within the logical structure that the sub-
scription s with conformance threshold cs should be stored. First, the number
of non-0s within the encoding decides the number of composing sub-lters and
hence the level at which s is stored. For instance, a subscription s with cs value
of 21(10) = 111(4) should be stored at level 3 while 34(10) = 202(4) stored at level
2. After deciding on the level, the leading non-0 digit decides on which node at
that level s resides.
Mapping Scheme
A linear order is imposed on the nodes of multi-level lter hierarchy from left to
right and higher level to lower level, starting from 0. We call this the index of the
logical node. Given the index number , we apply h(x; ) = h1(x)+h2(), where
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x is data source, h2() = a and a = L=max(), L is the length of the Chord
ring segment. The Chord node whose ChordID immediately succeeds h(x; )
stores the logical node . It's possible that several logical nodes are mapped to
a single physical node.
Subscription
Given a subscription s, we convert cs to base b encoding. Based on the encoding,
we determine the index  of the logical node and use h(x; ) to decide the target
physical node for storing the subscription.
However, as opposed to SF, the registration of a single subscription may
involve registration at multiple logical nodes at dierent levels at initial stage.
This is due to the fact that in MFD, the lters at lower level can only be achieved
by passing through a path from level 1. For instance, in order to establish a
lter of conformance threshold 21(10) = 111(4), we need to establish lters of
011(4) and 001(4) if they do not already exist. We call these lters proxy lters.
We represent proxy lters as (x; cs). Note that this representation shows that
although multiple subscriptions to data source x with the same conformance
threshold cs may coexist, only one proxy lter exist for a (x; cs) pair. The sole
purpose of the proxy lters is to achieve lters at lower levels. Hence proxy
lters should be replaced by real subscriptions with the same (s; cs) pair if such
subscriptions are issued later.
Publication
The lter hierarchy is built in such a way that the output of level i is the input
of level i + 1. If no output is generated at level i, no further forwarding is
necessary. Algorithm 4 shows the detailed BasicMove algorithm.
Algorithm 4 BasicMove for node u
Input: message hpub, xt, cisi
1: if xt falls outside of the range of fcis then
2: Align fcis with xt
3: if fcis is not the bottom level lter then
4: Find index  of ci+1s
5: Compute destination node d = h(x; )
6: Send hpub, xt, ci+1s i to d (follow the Chord routing)
7: else
8: Deliver xt to the subscriber
9: end if
10: end if
4.3.5 Multi-level Cooperative Filter Method
MFD improves upon SF by building a lter hierarchy such that lters of smaller
conformance thresholds can be utilized to save unnecessary checking for larger
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ones. However, we observe two aspects which can be further optimized: rst,
there is no cooperation between lters at dierent levels. Although MFD pre-
serves the conformance requirement, it may produce sub-optimal delivered sub-
sequences, hence violating the optimality preserving property; second, MFD
constructs the lter overlay in a convenient rather than ecient way. The goal
that we are aiming for is to minimize small lters participating in higher levels.
Please note that all these improvements are done in the logical layer. The map-
ping of our proposed Multi-level Cooperative Filter (MCF) method from logical
layer to physical layer is identical to that of MFD. In the rest of this section,
we are to address these two aspects.
Cooperative Filtering
In this section, we rst look at the xed data change case, in which the dierence
between any two successive incoming data items is a xed unit, i.e., jxt xt+1j =
, for all 1  t  T   1 where  is a positive constant. We show the formula
to decompose cs in this case and prove that the BasicMove algorithm used in
MFD gives the optimal delivery cost. Then we would study the varied data
change case, in which the data dierence requirement is dropped, and build
upon the solution for the xed data change case by a slight modication to the
decomposition and the algorithm.
Fixed Data Change. Without loss of generality, we can always normalize the
xed change  to unit length. In this case, an incoming data item can only fall
outside the current rst level lter fc1s by a dierence of one unit. Accordingly,
the lter moves exactly c1s + 1 units each time it is moved to a new alignment.
Therefore, we obtain the second equation for the decomposition
c2s = a  (c1s + 1) (4.5)
for an integer a  1. This equation guarantees that whenever fc1s moves outside
of fc2s , the right boundary of fc1s aligns exactly with the right boundary of the
original lter fcs , preserving the optimality. Combining equations (4.1) and
(4.5), we get the formula for the decomposition
c1s =
cs   a
a+ 1
(4.6)
For example, when cs = 11, setting a = 2, we get c
1
s = 3 and c
2
s = 8. Notice that
for a given cs, there might be more than one choice of decompositions. Each
of them would satisfy the conformance and optimality preserving requirements.
The choice of decomposition is a result of the global optimization of communi-
cation cost across all user-specied consistencies, i.e., the lter overlay design,
which will be discussed later in the section.
Theorem 2. For stream data with xed data change, we can compute a two-level
cooperative lter such that it achieves optimal delivery cost and conformance
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preserving with BasicMove algorithm.
Proof. First, observe that it is sucient to prove the theorem for each stationary
state period as dened in Section 4.3.4 since the lters are restored to the same
conguration at the beginning of each period. Each stationary state period
starts with the two lters fc1s , fc2s aligned with the last delivered data, and ends
when fc2s moves. We rst prove conformance preservation: Any data item whose
dierence from the last delivered one is greater than the specied conformance
threshold cs will be delivered to the user, i.e., any data item xt falling outside
of the original lter fcs should not be caught by fc2s if it remains still. Before
the movement of fc2s , the incoming data must be caught by either fc1s or fc2s .
Observe that it takes fc1s two straight moves outside of the right boundary of fc2s
to be able to catch xt. Then before the last move of fc1s , there must be a time
when an incoming data item falls outside of both lters. As this would result
in a move of fc2s , which contradicts the fact that fc2s remains still throughout a
stationary state period.
We now prove optimality preservation, i.e., no data item whose dierence
from the last delivered one is not greater than cs will be delivered to the user.
Recall that a data item is delivered to the user when it falls outside fc2s . As the
data item comes with a xed data change, there must be a time when it falls
exactly on the boundary of fc2s , which would prompt a move of fc1s to cover the
entire gap between the boundaries of fc2s and fcs . This would prevent any data
item falling in the range of fcs to pass through both lters.
Varied Data Change. The varied data change case allows wild data uc-
tuation and models the behavior of actual nancial stream data. How does it
aect the design of the two-level cooperative lter? We shall now discuss the
necessary changes in the decomposition of conformance thresholds and lter
movement algorithm so that we can still guarantee conformance and optimality.
A closer examination of the lter interaction shows that the dierence from
the xed data change case lies in the situation when fc1s is still completely inside
the range of fc2s and the next incoming data item "jumps" outside of fc2s . In
other words, if fc1s is not able to anticipate the range in which the next incoming
data item will fall, it will not be able to cover the gap between fc2s and fcs before
any data item falls in it. In fact, we can still equip fc1s with this ability if we
impose two additional rules on the conformance threshold decomposition. Let
x be an upper bound on the dierence between any two consecutive incoming
data items, i.e. x = max
T 1
i=1 fjxst   xst+1jg. We have
c1s > x (4.7)
c2s  c1s + x (4.8)
This ensures that as long as the right boundary of fc1s is at least c
1
s away from
the right boundary fc2s , the next incoming data item will not fall outside of fc2s ,
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preventing unnecessary data from being delivered to the user in these cases.
If we could also manage to prevent unnecessary data delivery when the right
boundary of fc1s is within c
1
s away from the right boundary fc2s , we would achieve
optimality for varied data change case. The idea is to move fc1s to cover the gap
in one step whenever it nds its boundary to be within c1s from that of fc2s . The
lters follow the CooperativeMove algorithm:
Algorithm 5 CooperativeMove for node u
Input: message hpub, xt, cisi
1: if fcis is the bottom level lter then
2: if xt falls outside of the range of fcis then
3: Align fcis with xt
4: Deliver xt to the user
5: end if
6: else
7: if xt falls within c
i
s from a boundary of fci+1s then
8: Align fcis with that boundary of fci+1s
9: else
10: if xt falls outside of the range of fcis then
11: Align fcis with xt
12: Find index  of ci+1s
13: Compute destination node d = h(x; )
14: Send hpub, xt, ci+1s i to d follow the Chord routing
15: end if
16: end if
17: end if
Theorem 3. For stream data with varied data change, we can compute a two-
level cooperative lter such that it achieves optimal delivery cost and confor-
mance preserving with CooperativeMove algorithm.
Proof. We prove both conformance preserving and optimality for each station-
ary state period as Theorem 2. We rst prove conformance preserving. Each
stationary state period starts with the two lters fc1s , fc2s aligned with the last
delivered data, and ends when fc2s moves. If an incoming data item xt falls more
than cs far from the last delivered data, then it must fall more than c
1
s from the
boundary of fc2s . Since we have c
1
s > x, there must be a preceding data which
falls outside of fc2s but within c
1
s from its boundary. It follows that at this point
fc1s will be aligned with the boundary of fc2s . After this conguration, according
to the CooperativeMove algorithm, for any data xt falls more than cs far from
the last delivered data, it will be passed to fc2s . Since it also falls outside of fc2s ,
this will initiate a movement of fc2s and hence a new stationary state period.
We then prove optimality preserving. As we have c1s > x and c
2
s  c1s + x,
before a data item xt falls outside of fc2s , there must be one preceding data
item falling within c1s from the boundary of fc2s . As a result, fc1s would align
with the boundary of fc2s . After this movement, any data passing through both
lters must fall at least c1s + c
2
s = cs far from the last delivered data. Hence the
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optimality.
Multilevel lter
To extend the two-level lter to multilevel, we have the following constraints of
conformance threshold decomposition. Let k be the number of levels, then for
a given conformance threshold cs,
cs =
kX
i=1
cis (4.9)
c1s > x (4.10)
cis 
i 1X
j=1
cjs + x; for 1 < i  k (4.11)
For a given cs, we decompose cs as follows. We use the formula c
1
s =
cs a
a+1 subject
to the set of constraints to decompose cs into a two-level lter with conformance
thresholds c1s and c
2
s. If there exists at least one solution, then for each solution,
we recursively decompose the bottom level. We call this decomposition Multi-
level Decomposition (MuLeD). As we mentioned earlier, there could be more
than one way to decompose a given cs.
Once a conformance threshold is decomposed, the multilevel lter would
follow the CooperativeMove algorithm for movements. We prove that the MCF
thus constructed is able to preserve conformance and optimality. Before we
prove the theorem, we would like to make the following observations concerning
MCF.
Observation 1. A stationary state period of MCF ends if and only if the
bottom level lter moves.
Observation 2. The lter at level imoves if and only if the incoming data value
xt falls away from the center of the lter for a distance greater than
Pi
j=1 c
j
s.
Observation 3. For any two levels i and i+1 in the MCF, R(fcis)\R(fci+1s ) 6= ;.
Each of these observations can be proved either by induction of the number
of levels or by straightforward reasoning from the CooperativeMove algorithm.
Their proofs are omitted due to limitation of space.
Theorem 4. Given a user specied conformance threshold cs and the number of
levels k, we can compute a MCF fc1s ; : : : ; fcks ; k  1 such that it achieves optimal
delivery cost and conformance preserving with CooperativeMove algorithm.
Proof. We prove by induction on l, the number of levels of the MCF. For l = 1,
the MCF is a single lter fcs . It's trivial to see that it preserves conformance
and optimality. Suppose when l = k; k  1, the MCF preserves conformance
and optimality. For l = k + 1, we decompose the bottom level lter fcks into
two lters fcks and fck+1s by MuLeD. We prove conformance preserving and
optimality for each stationary state period.
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Consider an incoming data item xt falls further than cs away from the last
delivered data. Due to Observation 3 and the fact that the bottom level lter
fck+1s remains still, the union of all the lter ranges covers a distance at most cs
from the last delivered data, i.e., jSk+1i=1 R(fcis)j  cs. As such, xt will not fall
in any lter's range, in particular that of the bottom level, and will therefore be
delivered to the user. Hence conformance preserving holds. For the optimality
preserving, rst observe that any data item which falls within cks + c
k+1
s from
the last delivered data will not pass through. This is because we have proved
in the two-level lter case that the last two-level decomposition operation in
MuLeD for cks preserves optimality. We then left to consider a data item xt
falling more than cks +c
k+1
s from the last delivered data. Since by supposition, a
k-level MCF preserves optimality. Therefore, xt will not pass the k-level MCF
. To do so, there must be a moment when all lters fcis ; i < k aligned with the
boundary of the old lter fcks . We only have to show that we will reach the same
conguration in the new k + 1-level MCF. Observe that since cis > x for all i,
there must be a preceding data x0 which falls between ck+1s and c
k
s + c
k+1
s from
the last delivered data. This will initiate all lters fcis ; i < k to align with the
boundary of fcks , which is itself aligned with the boundary of fck+1s then. We
thus reaching the same conguration as that in a k-level MCF.
We therefore proved that when l = k + 1, the MCF still preserves confor-
mance and optimality. Since our MCF preserves conformance and optimality,
it delivers the same sequence of data items as OnlineGreedy. Therefore, MCF
also gives the optimal approximation ratio.
Filter Overlay
In this section, we show how to choose a particular conformance threshold
decomposition, and accordingly an MCF, for each user-specied conformance
threshold and how to organize all the MCFs into a data dissemination overlay
network such that the maintenance cost is minimized.
Let C = fc1; c2; : : : ; cjCjg be the set of all conformance thresholds speci-
ed by the users for the system for all data sources. For each ci 2 C, let
 i = fF i1; F i2; : : : ; F img be the set of all feasible MCFs to decompose ci for a given
maximum decomposition level L. Each F ij 2  i is an ordered sequence of confor-
mance thresholds such that F ij [l], the l-th value, is the conformance threshold for
the l-th level lter in F ij . For example, suppose we pick c1 = 11 2 C and (2; 9),
(3; 8) and (5; 6) are three feasible MCF decompositions for c1,  1 = fF 11 ; F 12 ; F 13 g
where F 11 = (2; 9), F
1
2 = (3; 8) and F
1
3 = (5; 6). To minimize the maintenance
cost of the data dissemination network, we rst need to minimize number of
conformance thresholds assigned to the rst level. This is because for the lters
at the rst level, we need to multicast to each of them every item published
from the data source. Only those data items passing through the rst level
lter will be multicasted to the lters at the second level, and so on. We assign
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conformance thresholds level by level starting from the rst level.
Let's look at the assignment for the rst level with more details to illustrate
the idea. Let U1 =
S
1ijCj;F ij2 ifF
i
j [1]g, i.e., U1 is the set of all rst-level
conformance thresholds for all feasible MCFs for all ci 2 C. If we choose a
conformance threshold c0 and assign it to the rst level, then for each ci 2 C, if
there exists F ij 2  i such that F ij [1] = c0, this means ci can be decomposed with
c0 as the conformance threshold for the rst level lter. In such case, we say ci is
covered by c0. Denote as Li the set of conformance thresholds assigned to level
i. Given  i for each ci 2 C, how should Li be determined for each level i? To
minimize the maintenance cost, we should select a Li as small as possible while
ensuring that every ci 2 C is covered. Suppose now we have xed L1, then each
ci could be covered by more than one values in L1. To minimize the data item
passing through the rst level and reaching the second level, we should pick
the largest conformance threshold covering ci. This is because a lter with a
larger conformance threshold allows fewer data to pass. After we have chosen a
particular c0 to cover ci, we delete all MCF F ij in  i such that F
i
j [1] 6= c0. This
leaves a smaller  i for each ci, and we go on to assign the second level.
Formally, we dene the problem of determining Li for each level i as
Denition 2 (Minimum Filter Assignment(MFA)). Given a set of confor-
mance threshold C, and all  i for each ci 2 C and the level l, let Ul =S
1ijCj;F ij2 ifF
i
j [l]g, nd a minimum-size Ll  Ul such that every ci 2 C
is covered.
It is easy to see at this point that MFA is closely related to the Set Covering
problem. An instance (U; S) of the Set Covering problem consists of a nite
universe set U and a family S of subsets of U , such that every element of U
belongs to at least one subset in S. A subset in S is said to cover its elements.
The problem is to nd a minimum-size subset X  S whose members cover all
elements in U .
Theorem 5. MFA is NP-hard.
Proof. We reduce the Set Covering problem to MFA. Given an instance (U; S)
of the Set Covering problem, we transform it to an instance of MFA as follows.
Set C = U , l = 1; For each si 2 S and each u 2 si, add into  u one Fu such
that Fu[1] = i. Thus constructed, there is a one-to-one correspondence between
each si 2 S and i 2 U1, such that u 2 si if and only if Fu[1] = i; Fu 2  u. It is
easy to see that a solution for MFA is precisely a solution for the corresponding
Set Covering problem. Since the Set Covering problem is NP-hard [20], and
the reduction can be performed in polynomial time, we conclude that MFA is
NP-hard.
Having established the hardness of MFA, we use the greedy algorithm in
Algorithm 6 to compute Ll, the set of conformance thresholds assigned to a
given level l.
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Algorithm 6 Greedy-MFA
Input: The set of conformance thresholds C, the level l, the feasible MCF set
 i for each ci 2 C
Output: Ll
1: U  S1ijCj;F i2 ifF i[l]g
2: Ll  ;
3: while C 6= ; do
4: Select a c0 2 U which covers the most ci 2 C
5: Remove from C all the ci covered by c
0
6: Ll  Ll [ fc0g
7: end while
Theorem 6. Greedy-MFA is a polynomial-time Hn factor approximation algo-
rithm for the MFA problem, where n = jCj and Hn = 1 + 1=2 +    + 1=n 
lnn+ 1.
By a similar technique as used in the proof of Theorem 5, it can be shown that
we can also reduce MFA to the Set Covering problem. This correspondence be-
tween the instances of the two problems means that a polynomial-timeHn factor
approximation algorithm for the Set Covering problem is also a polynomial-time
Hn factor approximation algorithm for the MFA problem. Greedy-MFA is the
exact counterpart of the greedy algorithm for the Set Covering problem. The
proof of Theorem 6 is essentially the same as that of the greedy algorithm for
the Set Covering problem. The readers are referred to [47] for proof details.
4.4 Performance Evaluation
Through the previous few sections, we have presented a series of attempts which
lead to our nal approach - Multilevel Cooperative Filter (MCF) Method. In
this evaluation, we are to verify the superiority of MCF in large scale stream
data dissemination networks. A further understanding is also expected to be
obtained through the comparison with the other two schemes, namely the Single-
level Filter (SF) and the Multi-level Filter Decomposition (MFD) method.
To this end, we build a stock monitoring application using real life stock
quotes collected from Yahoo Finance [48]. The original dataset consists of 30
dierent stocks, collected in 1 minute interval from Nov. 11th, 2002 to Sep.
12th, 2003. The total data size is about 108MB. Since our evaluation is to
simulate one-day events, We tailor the dataset such that each stock within a
single day is treated as a separate data source. Hence we create a large pool of
5453 data sources. These data sources are of dierent changing rate. We classify
these generated data sources into 10 groups based on the standard deviation and
data sources are picked from these groups uniformly at random. Conformance
thresholds range from 1 to 63, as scaled per data source.
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4.4.1 Performance Metrics
To capture both the application level and network performance, we use the fol-
lowing performance metrics:
Network Performance Metrics
The metrics in this category measures the communication cost using the num-
ber of messages exchanged (or hop counts) on the Chord layer. For a data
dissemination network, the communication cost consists of two components:
subscription cost and dissemination cost. Subscription cost species the num-
ber of messages to register a subscription to the network. Dissemination cost
can be further divided into the maintenance cost and the delivery cost. The
maintenance cost is the communication cost for building and routing within the
logical structure of the dissemination network. The delivery cost is the com-
munication cost for multicasting the data to individual subscribers. For a xed
number of subscriptions at any given time, the delivery cost is minimized when
the size of the delivered data sequence is minimized.
Sometimes, we may use the length of delivered sequence to reect the delivery
cost since the underlying multicast mechanism is the same.
For a data dissemination network, dissemination cost is dominant as sub-
scriptions are relatively static while data are generated and pushed to individual
subscribers continuously.
Application Level Performance Metric - Latency
This metric measures the end-to-end delay in terms of hop counts from the
data source to the subscribers who need to update their local states. This
metric measures the performance as seen by individual subscribers. The reason
why time is not used is that it heavily depends on hop delays, and irregular hop
delays caused by irrelevant factors may bias our evaluation.
We want to emphasize that latency and resource usage are two dierent
metrics. A low latency implementation in our context does not necessarily
lead to low resource usage. For instance, broadcast could easily achieve low
latency since the maximum latency for individual subscribers is determined by
the network diameter. However, the resource usage is prohibitively high. In fact,
in a network, parallelism might help to reduce individual latency. To reduce the
resource usage, however, we may want to merge as many messages as possible,
which may inhibit the parallelism. Hence a good implementation should balance
between the usage of parallelism and message merges.
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4.4.2 Real Data Experiments
The rst set of experiments examines the performance of our proposed MCF
as compared to SF and MFD when network size increases. We vary the par-
ticipating peers from 100 to 1600, doubling each time. We use the real stock
quotes described at the beginning of this section as data sources. Note that we
use log as the x-axis in all gures of this chapter and the next chapter, hence a
line trend implies a logarithmic behavior.
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Figure 4.6: Average subscription cost as the network size increases
Figure 4.6 shows the average subscription cost of the three schemes as the
network size increases. For Single-level Filter (SF) method, this is the number
of messages exchanged when routing the subscription to any of the nodes within
the chord ring segment. For both Multi-level Filter Decomposition (MFD) and
our proposed Multi-level Cooperating Filter (MCF) method, this is the cost
to route the subscription to the respective level according to the conformance
threshold. As we can see from the graph, not much dierence is exhibited among
the three methods.
Figure 4.7a, 4.7b, 4.7c show the average dissemination cost of the three
schemes per data generation. Conceptually the lter structure proposed in three
schemes can be viewed as a single big lter to sift the incoming data stream. The
maintenance cost measures how ecient this big lter behaves while the delivery
cost measures the eectiveness. Figure 4.7a shows the average maintenance cost.
SF exhibits a very high maintenance cost since each generated data x has to be
broadcast to the entire lter structure. Our proposed MCF outperforms MFD
due to the optimal organization of the lter overlay so that less communication
is exchanged among overlay nodes.
Figure 4.7b presents the average delivery cost. SF is the most eective in
ltering out the data streams as individual lters use OnlineGreedy algorithm
to lter out data values, which conforms to our discussion in Section 4.3.1. As
shown in Figure 4.2, the OnlineGreedy algorithm achieves an average of 1.5-
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Figure 4.7: Average dissemination cost per data generation as the network size
increases
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approximation for the optimal o-line solution in our stock applications. Since
the underlying multicast mechanism is the same and the subscribers are the
same, SF gives a delivery cost which is around 1.5-approximation to the optimal
solution. We found in our experiments that some conformance thresholds can
only be decomposed into two-level MCFs if we strictly follow the decomposition
formulas. As a result, there could be many conformance thresholds crowding at
the second level. The maintenance cost thus increased could oset the benets
oered by guaranteeing optimal delivery cost. We therefore adopt alternative
lter decomposition in the experiments for better overall performance. This is
why there is a slight gap between the optimal delivery cost produced by SF and
that of ours. Although our proposed MCF trades eectiveness for eciency,
it still gives a performance pretty close to SF. MFD is the worst in lter ef-
fectiveness due to the lack of cooperation between multi-level lters. In the
next section, we will have a clearer view on how high delivery-cost paralyzes the
overall performance when number of subscriptions goes up.
Dissemination cost is an aggregate of the maintenance cost and the delivery
cost. Figure 4.7c shows the average dissemination cost. Our proposed MCF
signicantly improves upon MFD by an average of 30% and SF by 70%.
Figure 4.8 shows the average latency (end-to-end delay) as observed by the
individual subscriber. Without a proper design, while striving for a low dis-
semination cost, the performance on end-to-end delay might be compromised.
Figure 4.8 clearly demonstrates the idea. MFD improves on SF with a lower
dissemination cost, but with degradation on user experience. This might be-
come a concern in applications where timely response is critical. Our proposed
MCF gives the lowest average latency, which is appealing from the application
point of view.
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Figure 4.8: Average latency between data generation and data delivery as the
network size increases
To summarize, the logarithmic behavior of our proposed MCF in all perfor-
mance metrics tested on real data demonstrates good scalability. Furthermore,
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it signicantly reduces the dissemination cost as compared to SF and MFD
by 70% and 30% respectively. MCF achieves the lowest latency which is an
appealing feature as seen by the subscribers.
4.4.3 Synthetic Data Experiments
In the previous section, we have discussed the impact of network sizes. In this
section, we focus on the impact of data streams and subscriptions. Multi-level
lter structure trades eectiveness for eciency, which leads to more local state
updates and higher delivery cost. This doesn't seem to present a problem in
the previous set of experiments with real data since the overall dissemination
cost of a multi-level lter method (either our proposed MCF or MFD) is better
than a single level lter method. But will this \deciency" start to hurt the
performance when we vary the data sources or the number of subscriptions?
In order to establish a more controlled environment for experiments, we create
synthetic data streams such that it is targeted at the possible vulnerable zone
of both multi-level lter methods ( the value range around the boundary of
decomposed lters). We want to see how our proposed MCF performs in regard
to such attacks as compared against SF and MFD.
This is how we generate the synthetic data: given a conformance threshold
c and a decomposition of c = c1 + c2, if the upper level lter c1 has not been
moved over the boundary of second level lter c2 in time, the eect of fc1 is
equivalent to only fc2 . Based on this understanding, the synthetic data are
generated in the following way: for a particular c, we nd a and b such that
b = c mod G and c = aG + b where G is the maximum pair-wise dierence
allowed within a data stream. We start with the initial value x0, we execute the
following block of actions: monotonically increase or decrease x0 by G a times
and followed by b. We are guaranteed that before a+1 time steps away, we will
hit a boundary case. Once the boundary case is hit, we repeat by re-execute the
block of actions. To make the synthetic data look more like a stock data, we
randomly mix increments with decrements when executing the block of actions.
We create a pool of synthetic data and by varying the percentage of synthetic
data included in the data sources, we vary percentage of increase in the length
of the delivered sequence.
We x the network size and the number of subscriptions per data stream,
and vary the percentage of included synthetic data from 10% to 40% with 10%
increments. Figure 4.9 shows the result using the total length of all delivered
sequence to measure the eectiveness of our lter structure. SF is most eective
in ltering and used as our baseline. Our proposed MCF method approaches
SF, which shows good eectiveness. The MDF curve starts to diverge from
the baseline. This implies a larger increment in delivery cost and eventually
in dissemination resource usage. The narrow gap between the optimal online
delivery cost and ours is due to the reason as mentioned in the discussion for
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Figure 4.7b.
In order to understand the impact of synthetic data to the network level
performance, we x a moderate synthetic data percentage, say 20% and vary
the network size. In this set of experiments, we consider another possible sce-
nario where network size increase causes a proportional increase in users and
subscriptions, which is not considered in previous experiments. With a xed
capacity of each node, this implies that a linear increase in the number of nodes
storing the subscriptions and participating in the lter structure. This has an
impact on the dissemination cost.
The average subscription cost in this experiment setup produces very similar
result as Figure 4.6: all three schemes show the same average subscription cost
as the network size (and also subscriptions) increases.
Figure 4.10a, 4.10b, 4.10c show the average dissemination cost of the three
schemes per data generation. In all gures, the x-axis indicates both the network
size and the number of subscriptions. All three curves exhibit an exponential
trend on a log x-axis, which imply a linear increase as the number of the sub-
scriptions increase. From experiments of the previous section, we know that
this linear increase is not caused by network size increase, but the subscription
increase. A linear increase in subscriptions per data source implies a potential
linear increase in the total length of all delivered sequences (the delivery cost)
and a potential linear increase in the number of nodes participating in the lter
structure (maintenance cost).
Figure 4.10a shows the average maintenance cost. SF still shows the highest
maintenance cost while our proposed MCF shows the lowest. In fact, MCF
shows a very slow growth curve which is almost logarithmic when the number
of subscriptions is below 50K. Figure 4.10b presents the average delivery cost.
As expected, MFD has the highest delivery cost while our proposed MCF exhibit
a delivery cost close to SF. Figure 4.10c shows an interesting phenomenon which
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Figure 4.10: Average dissemination cost per data generation as the network size
increases
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is not present in Figure 4.7c. The dissemination cost of MFD catches up with
SF when the number of subscriptions increase to 100K and network size to 1600
nodes. This is where the high delivery cost of multi-level lter methods hurts
the performance. However, our MCF does not exhibit such behavior. In fact,
the dissemination cost growth rate of MCF is much lower than SF, which implies
a much better overall performance.
Figure 4.11 shows the average end-to-end delay as observed by individual
subscribers. Unlike Figure 4.8 where MFD gives the largest latency, SF gives
the largest latency as the number of subscriptions increases to 50K. This is due
to the fact that more subscriptions are aected by the high maintenance cost of
SF and hence the average latency increases.
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Figure 4.11: Average latency between data generation and data delivery as the
network size increases
To summarize, the linear behaviors of all schemes in this set of experiments
are caused by the linear increase of subscriptions, not the network size. With a
higher delivery cost, MFD may hurt the performance when the network size and
the number of subscriptions reach a certain level. However, our proposed MCF
still maintains the best overall network level and application level performance.
4.4.4 Discussion on Network Dynamicity
Our proposed data dissemination system can be easily deployed in a controlled
environment such as Gryphon [2] where network nodes are dedicated servers
scattered around the world. If we consider an open network where network nodes
are peers which can join and leave the system at any time, another dimension of
complexity is added. This is what we call the network dynamicity. The stateless
mapping within the Chord layer is the rst attempt to handle the node join and
leave gracefully. The mapping from our proposed Multi-level Cooperating Filter
structure to the Chord ring segment is stateless, which is an obvious advantage
when dealing with network dynamicity. However, when a node ni leaves the
network, we need to move the subscriptions stored at ni to the next node ni+1
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or next few nodes in the Chord ring depending on the capacity of each node. If
a node joins a network, the next node ni+1 in the Chord ring will be informed
by the underlying Chord layer and part of the subscriptions stored at node ni+1
might be moved to the newly joined node to reduce the load on node ni+1.
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Chapter 5
Conformance Preserving
Data Dissemination Based
on Composite Subscriptions
5.1 Introduction
We propose an approximation based data dissemination model, conformance
preserving data dissemination, as an initial step towards dealing with vast data
streams where data accuracy can be traded for bandwidth. We envision that
such an approximation model would be extremely useful with today's data pro-
liferation.
We have discussed conformance preserving data dissemination based on a
single data source in Chapter 4. As we observe the development in the pub/sub
system, the earlier topic based pub/sub systems make pub/sub system a popu-
lar paradigm and later user needs call for a system supporting richer semantics,
i.e., the content-based pub/sub system. We envision a parallel development in
conformance preserving data dissemination. The user may specify composite
subscriptions based on conformance thresholds to multiple data sources. For in-
stance, in a structural health monitoring system, an alert is triggered only when
the change of both the vibration and acceleration are above certain thresholds.
The main contributions of this work are as follows:
1. We extend the model to support a richer and more expressive subscrip-
tion semantics, allowing the user interest to be specied as constraints on
multiple data sources. Through Disjunctive Normal Form (DNF) trans-
formation, arbitrary composite lters are decomposed into conjunctive
lters.
2. We perform semantic optimization based on ltering strength and propose
a hybrid method to support subscriptions of larger sizes.
3. Experiments are conducted to study the eects of two system parameters:
network size and subscription dimension. Our system is scalable and the
proposed hybrid method incurs low communication cost and low latency.
5.2 Problem Formulation
In Section 4.2, we have formulated the problem of conformance preserving data
dissemination based on a single data source. In this section, we describe the
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problem of conformation preserving data dissemination based on multiple data
sources combined using conjunctive or disjunctive operators.
Each data source generates a sequence of data values at time interval 1, 2
until T . A subscription s is a vector of three components: (unique subscription
ID, conformance predicate, subscriber). A simple conformance predicate is a
pair (x, cx) where x is the data source and cx is the conformance threshold
for this data source. We call this pair a conformance predicate as it species
a condition for data delivery: a data values xt is ltered out by the system if
jxt   x^j  cx, where x^ is the local state of subscription s to data source x . In
another word, a data value xt is delivered to the subscriber if jxt  x^j > cx. The
entire Chapter 4 is dedicated to addresses data dissemination based on simple
conformance predicates.
A composite conformance predicate provides a richer semantics by combining
several simple conformance predicates through conjunctive \ or disjunctive [
operator . The semantics of these two operators merits some discussion in the
context of conformance threshold.
A simple conformance predicate (x; cx) denes a lter fcx based on the con-
formance threshold cx. A conjunction of two simple conformance predicates,
(x; cx) \ (y; cy) for instance, denotes an all semantics: a data update is de-
livered to the user if the changes of values in all data sources are above the
specied thresholds. A disjunction of two lters, on the other hand, denotes an
any semantics: a data update should be delivered to the user if the change of
values in any data source is above the specied threshold.
a) Conjunctive semantics b) Disjunctive semantics
Figure 5.1: The two semantics in composite conformance preserving data dis-
semination with the shaded area showing the data ranges that should be ltered
out
This is better explained using a diagram. Figure 5.1 shows an example
with two data sources x and y. We install lters for each data source, i.e. a
lter with conformance range of [x1; x2] for data source x and another one with
conformance range of [y1; y2] for y. In conjunctive semantics, (x; cx) \ (y; cy)
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species a new lter which lters out data values as long as one value is ltered
out by either fcx or fcy . The shaded area on Figure 5.1a shows the region to
be ltered out by our system. In disjunctive semantics, (x; cx)[ (y; cy) species
a new lter which lters out data values only when both xt and yt are ltered
out by the respective lter fcx and fcy , as shown in Figure 5.1b.
As illustrated in Figure 5.1, a conjunctive semantics denes a larger lter
area, i.e. less data values would be delivered to the subscriber while a disjunctive
semantics denes a smaller lter area.
For easy reference, Table 5.1 summarizes the symbols that we have discussed
so far and are used throughout the rest of the chapter.
Symbol Meaning
(x; cx) a simple conformance predicate which denes a lter fcx
fcx \ fcy conjunctive semantics, data values have to pass both
lters fcx and fcy in order to be delivered
fcx [ fcy disjunctive semantics, data values have to pass either
lter fcx or fcy in order to be delivered
fcx ltering strength of fcx
Segx ring segment in the Chord space to store all
subscriptions to data source x
Table 5.1: Conformance preserving data dissemination for composite subscrip-
tions: models and symbols
5.3 Composite Conformance Preserving Data
Dissemination
Consider the following composite conformance predicates: ((a; 3) [ (b; 2)) \
((c; 4) [ (d; 10)). A naive way to deliver data for such subscription would be
to route data from all four data sources a, b, c and d to where subscription is
stored. However, as data sources have no knowledge of where the subscription
would be registered, this would imply a potential ooding to the entire network
from all data sources.
Our goal is to construct a dissemination layer to optimize the communication
cost for both data publishers and subscribers. In the rest of this section, we
will discuss the optimization mechanisms that are employed in our conformance
preserving data dissemination system based on composite subscriptions.
5.3.1 Optimization Mechanisms
A composite conformance predicate combines several simple conformance pred-
icates using conjunctive and disjunctive operators. Figure 5.2 shows a conjunc-
tion and a disjunction of two lters as dened in Section 5.2. (a; ca) [ (b; cb)
species a combined lter which is equivalent to two lters, (a; ca) and (b; cb),
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functioning independently of each other. (a; ca)\(b; cb), on the other hand, spec-
ies a lter whose eect is equivalent to two lters chained together. Whether
to activate the second lter is dependent on the result of the rst lter. The
chaining can be in either order fca ! fcb or fcb ! fca .
Figure 5.2: Filters of conjunctive or disjunctive semantics
Based on this understanding, a series of optimization mechanisms are em-
ployed to minimize the communication cost, namely lter decomposition, se-
mantic optimization and duplicates removal.
Filter Decomposition
A composite conformance predicate could come in a form of an arbitrary com-
bination of simple conformance predicates. Optimization through lter decom-
position tries to introduce structure into subscription composition.
We observe that for independent lters, (a; ca)[(b; cb) for instance, we could
split the subscription to two independent subscriptions (a; ca) and (b; cb) and
inject them into the dissemination network independently of each other. Data
values that passing through any one of the lters should be delivered to the
user.
For chained lters, (a; ca) \ (b; cb), we use a rendezvous node to consolidate
results from multiple lters. The subscriber itself could be the rendezvous node.
This implies data values that pass through only one of the lters would still be
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routed through the dissemination network until the subscriber consolidates the
result and decides to abandon the values. Unnecessary bandwidth is wasted for
delivering such data values. To save the bandwidth, the decision needs to be
made earlier, this requires that a rendezvous node is installed as close to the
data source as possible. This is described in the next section.
Based on the observation of conjunctive and disjunctive conformance predi-
cates, we transform arbitrary composite conformance predicates into a Disjunc-
tive Normal Form (DNF). Figure 5.3 revisits the previous example (A[B)\(C[
D), where A represents a simple conformance predicate of (a; ca). A DNF is a
two level expression where the simple conformance predicates in the rst level are
combined through \ operators and these composite predicates are further com-
bined through [ operators in the second level. Hence expression (A[B)\(C[D)
can be transformed into a DNF (A \ C) [ (B \ C) [ (A \ D) [ (B \ D). We
establish the lter equivalence: f(A[B)\(C[D) = f(A\C)[(B\C)[(A\D)[(B\D).
(A [B) \ (C [D)
m
First level: (A \ C) (B \ C) (A \D) (B \D)
Second level: [ [ [
Figure 5.3: An example of lter decomposition
Transforming the composite conformance predicates into a DNF provides a
method for lter decomposition. A complex lter can be achieved by decom-
posing it into a few simpler lters where each of them functions independently
of each other to achieve the ltering required by the complex lter. After the
lter decomposition, we are left with only conjunctive conformance predicates
in the network. In the next section we will focus on mechanisms to optimize
such predicates.
Semantic Optimization
In this section, we discuss semantic optimization for conjunctive conformance
predicates.
Recall that given a conjunctive conformance predicate (a; ca) \ (b; cb), the
result of this complex lter is equivalent to chaining the two simple lters fca
and fcb , as shown in Figure 5.2(b). The chaining can be done in any order.
However, to save bandwidth, we want to choose a chaining order which lters
out more data values as early as possible.
In order to achieve this, we want to install a lter of higher ltering strength
earlier in the chaining. Filtering strength is determined by the conformance
threshold as a larger threshold indicates a larger ltering range, and therefore
more data values are ltered out. However, a conformance threshold itself is
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insucient to determine ltering strength. Consider the scenario were a data
source a reports sound frequencies while b reports temperatures. These two data
sources produce data with very dierent uctuation rates: the source a has a
much higher data changing rate. So even if we have a conformance predicate
(a; ca)\ (b; cb) where ca is larger than cb, we may still want to install fcb earlier
in the chaining as the fast changing rate of a might oset the larger tolerance
level of ca.
Based on the above observation, the ltering strength, denoted by , is
determined by two factors: the conformance threshold cx and the data changing
rate x of data source x. We use the following formula to compute the ltering
strength:
fcx =
cx
x
(5.1)
It is obvious that the ltering strength is proportional to the conformance
threshold required for the data source, and inversely proportional to the data
changing rate of the data source. Nodes with higher ltering strength should
be installed earlier in the lter chain.
Data changing rate  is a rather steady characteristic of a data source and
its value is broadcast to the entire network at the time the data source joins
the network. Further updates on the rate are broadcast to the entire network.
However, this should be considered rather rarely and should not occupy much
of the network bandwidth.
So far, we have discussed data dissemination when subscription dimension
is 2, that is, a subscription of the form S1 \ S2. We dene the subscription
dimension as the number of simple conformance predicates that a composite
subscription is composed of. In the rest of this section, we discuss the approach
that we adopt when the subscription dimension is larger than 2 (subscriptions
of the form \iSi where i 2 f1; : : : ; ng).
On one end of the spectrum of parallelism, we have the rest of the simple
conformance predicates chained sequentially and only when data passes the
lters earlier in the chain do we send data request messages REQUEST to data
sources participating in later lters. We call such method chaining as shown
in Figure 5.4(a). On the other end of spectrum, we send multiple REQUEST
messages simultaneously to all other data sources participating in the rest of
the subscription and consolidate the nal result when data values are returned
back. Figure 5.4(c) illustrates this approach. Intuitively, the chaining method
minimizes the message exchanged as only when data passes the early lters do
we send messages to request for data values of later lters. However, as the
resolving of predicates are chained, the turnaround time might be long. On
the other hand, the fanning method sends all messages simultaneously, each of
them goes through routing independently of each other, the turn around time is
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Figure 5.4: Methods for processing subscriptions of size > 2
faster as it is the maximum turnaround time of a single REQUEST message.
However, the number of messages exchanged is high as REQUEST messages
are sent regardless of whether they are needed.
We adopt a hybrid method which tries to harness the power of both the
chaining and the fanning method, as shown in Figure 5.4(b). We use ltering
strength  to decide whether to chain or to fan. For a subscription S1\S2\:::Sn,
the lters are sorted according to . Assuming 1 > 2::: > n, for all lters
with a ltering strength i > , we use chaining. For the rest of the lters,
we use fanning. Since ltering strength  is the ratio between conformance
threshold and data changing rate, we choose  to be 1 as  > 1 indicates that
the tolerance for changing is larger than the changing rate. Hence it is very likely
that the data would be ltered out by the lter, making it a good candidate
for chaining.  < 1 indicates that the changing rate is larger than the tolerance
bound. This implies that it is very likely that the data would pass the lter,
and hence fanning these lters would be a good way to reduce the turnaround
time.
Duplicates Removal
After DNF transformation, the same simple conformance predicate may appear
in multiple conjunctive predicates. For instance, after (A [ B) \ (C [ D) is
transformed into (A \ C) [ (B \ C) [ (A \ D) [ (B \ D), A appears in two
conjunctive predicates (A\C) and (A\D). Since data values that pass the two
lters fA\C and fA\D are delivered independently of each other, data values
from A are delivered twice.
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To remove such duplicates, each node that participates in the ltering pro-
cess for data source x would keep a list of subscribers that data values are
delivered to in the current interval. These nodes would suppress the duplicate
delivery if the data values from the same data source have been sent to the same
subscriber.
5.3.2 The Dissemination Layer
So far, we have discussed various optimization mechanisms. In this section,
we describe how dissemination layer is constructed based on these optimization
mechanisms.
We observe that after DNF transformation, the subscriptions are decom-
posed into sub-subscriptions which consist of either a singleton conformance
predicate or conjunctive conformance predicates. As we described earlier in
Section 3.3, we use SHA-1 to hash the data source x to k = h1(x) in the Chord
space, which marks the beginning of a contiguous Chord space that all subscrip-
tions to x occupy. We denote such Chord segment as Segx. All sub-subscriptions
with singleton conformance predicates to data source x are organized into multi-
level cooperative ltering structure as described in Chapter 4. We use the rst
part of Segx to store these lters and use the mechanisms detailed in Chapter 4
for data dissemination. We focus on data dissemination for composite conjunc-
tive conformance predicates in this section. Specically, we describe how the
two functional interfaces are implemented: subscribe() and publish(). Although
we are only using the second part of Segx for storing such lters, we use Segx
in this section for simplicity.
subscribe()
Subscription A \ (B [ C)
# DNF Transformation
(A \B) [ (A \ C)
# Compute ltering strength a; b; c
b > a, c > a
# Register the subscription A \B, A \ C
fA\B is installed at Segb and fA\C installed at Segc
Figure 5.5: Example subscription processing
Figure 5.5 uses an example to demonstrate the process of subscription reg-
istration. Consider a subscription A \ (B [ C). First the subscription is trans-
formed into a DNF and two sub-subscriptions are created based on this trans-
formation: (A \B) and (A \ C).
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To register subscription (A\B), we compute the ltering strength a and b
using Formula 5.1. As b > a, we want to install fcb earlier in the lter chain.
Hence the subscription is stored in the ring segment Segb. This is achieved by
routing the subscription towards h1(b) and storing the subscription at the rst
node that it encounters in Segb. Similarly, as c > a, subscription A \ C is
stored in the ring segment Segc.
publish()
at generated at regular intervals
# Multicast to Sega
(a; ca) \ (b; cb)   
# Filter by fca
jat   a^j > ca
# Send REQUESTb to Segb
bt
# Filter by fcb
a^s = at; b^s = bt;   
Figure 5.6: An Example of data publication
Each node in Segx stores local states for each subscriptions according to the
data sources involved. For instance, if we have a subscription A \ B stored in
Sega, we store local states (a^; b^) for data source a and b.
Data sources generate data values at regular intervals. Figure 5.6 illustrates
an example of data publication. At each interval, the data value at is multicast
to Sega. Each node in Sega processes all subscriptions that it stores in the
following manner: consider a subscription (a; ca)\(b; cb). at is compared against
the local states of a^s rst. Only when at passes the lter fca does the use of
second lter in the composite conformance predicates is activated. As Sega is
only populated with values from data source a, upon activating the second lter,
it will send a value request message REQUESTb to a random node in Segb.
Once it receives bt, the second lter is used to determine whether bt passes the
lter. The steps of sending REQUREST messages to data sources and ltering
received values are repeated if the subscription dimension is greater than 2. As
described in the previous section on semantic optimization, depending on the
ltering strength, we decide whether we want to perform these steps in sequence
or in parallel. Only when values pass through all lters fca ; fcb ;    , the data
values should be delivered to the subscriber through multicast. At the same
time, the local states a^s; b^s;    should be updated.
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REQUEST messages for the same data source are only sent once to further
save the bandwidth.
Design Justication
We have described dissemination layer for conjunctive conformance predicates.
Compared with Chapter 4, although we used lter chaining to save bandwidth,
we didn't choose to further improve the performance by building a lter hier-
archy such that the ner lters can be utilized to save the checking for coarser
ones. This is due to the following two reasons:
 As pointed out in Section 4.3.3, inclusion property doesn't hold for confor-
mance thresholds. This situation is worsen by the presence of composite
conformance predicates. Consider a lter fca . When only single data
sources are involved, fca would function the same as long as the same
value is specied for ca, say 5. However, in the case of composite lters,
fca would function dierently depending on which other lters it is com-
bined with through \ operator. For example, consider the subscriptions
s1 = (a; 3) \ (b; 4) and s2 = (a; 3) \ (b; 5), suppose both the subscriptions
have the same local states a^ = 10; b^ = 12, given newly generated data
values at = 14; bt = 17, the local states for s1 would be updated with
the new values as both data values of a and b pass the lters while the
local states for s2 are unchanged. This observation indicates that a lter
hierarchy should be built based on composite lters rather than individual
lters.
 Composite lters are exponentially larger than single lters in number.
The cost of building an eective multi-level lter hierarchy, if possible,
based on composite lters would outweigh the possible performance gain
by building such systems.
5.4 Performance Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the eectiveness and eciency of our proposed data
dissemination network for composite conformance thresholds using the stock
monitoring application that we have introduced earlier in Section 4.4. The
same underlying DHT layer is utilized which provides the basic routing and
multicast functionalities. In the dissemination layer, we extend the functionality
of publish() and subscribe() to handle composite conformance thresholds as
described in Section 5.3.2.
5.4.1 Experiment Setup and Evaluation Metrics
The simulation environment is built with a Chord simulator that we have im-
plemented using a discrete event-driven simulator called PARSEC developed at
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UCLA. The simulation is for up to 1600 nodes. As described in Section 4.4,
data sources are of dierent changing rate and we classify them into 10 groups
based on the standard deviation. Data sources belonging to the same group are
of similar changing rates.
We use the same performance metrics introduced in Section 4.4.1 to mea-
sure the application level and network level performance, namely subscription
cost, dissemination cost and latency. Dissemination cost is further divided into
maintenance cost and delivery cost where the maintenance cost measures the
eciency of our in-network ltering structure while the delivery cost measures
the eectiveness of the lters.
5.4.2 Experiment Results
As described in Section 5.3.1, arbitrary composite conformance predicates can
be transformed into a DNF and after lter decomposition, we are left with only
conjunctive conformance predicates in the network, S1\S2\:::Sn, where n is the
subscription dimension. Hence it suces to experiment with these predicates
to understand the performance of arbitrary composite conformance predicates.
We vary the participating nodes from 100 to 1600, double each time. The
data values are published from each data source in a one-minute interval. At
any time interval, we have around 6000 subscriptions registered in the network,
potentially from any node in the network. Each Si in subscriptions S1\S2\:::Sn
is generated by picking a data source from the 10 groups uniformly at random.
The conformance thresholds range from 1 to 63, as scaled per data source.
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Figure 5.7: Average subscription cost as the network size increases
Figure 5.7 shows the average subscription cost of registering a subscription
as the network size increases. As we described earlier in Section 5.3.2, a sub-
scription s is stored at one node in Segx, where x is the data source which
has the highest ltering strength that subscription s subscribes to. Hence the
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cost of subscription is simply the number of messages exchanged when routing
the subscription to any of the nodes in Segx. The average cost shows a loga-
rithmic growth as the network size increases, conforming to the Chord routing
characteristic.
In a data dissemination network, the dissemination cost and latency deter-
mine the performance of the system. We are interested in two factors that may
aect them: the network size and the subscription dimension. In the rest of this
section, we will study the impact of these two factors.
The Impact of Network Size
The rst set of experiments are performed to evaluate the impact of network size
on the dissemination cost and latency. We used a xed subscription dimension
of 2, i.e., subscriptions that are of the form S1 \ S2.
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Figure 5.8: Average dissemination cost as the network size increases
Figure 5.8 shows the average dissemination cost per subscription. Dissem-
ination cost consists of two portions: the maintenance cost and delivery cost.
The bottom green bar shows the maintenance cost while the top yellow bar
shows the delivery cost. As the network size increases, we observe a logarithmic
growth in maintenance cost, delivery cost and the overall dissemination cost.
This demonstrates good scalability of our system. Figure 5.9 shows the aver-
age latency (end-to-end delay) as observed by the individual subscriber. As
we discussed in Section 4.4, while striving for a low dissemination cost, the
performance on end-to-end delay might be compromised. Figure 5.9 clearly
demonstrates that our proposed system gives an average latency only increased
logarithmically with the network size increase, which is appealing from the ap-
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plication point of view.
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Figure 5.9: Average latency between data generation and data delivery as the
network size increases
The Impact of Subscription Dimension
In this set of experiments, we evaluate the impact of subscription dimension. A
subscription is of the form S1 \ S2 \ :::Sn. To this end, we xed the network
size to be 1600 and vary the subscription dimension from 2 to 5.
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Figure 5.10: Average maintenance cost as the subscription dimension increases
We compare our hybrid approach with the chaining and fanning method.
The three methods only dier in how lters are activated, not the results pro-
duced. Hence the delivery costs are the same for all three methods. We exclude
the delivery cost and use only maintenance cost and latency for comparison.
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Figure 5.11: Average latency as the subscription dimension increases
Figure 5.10 shows the maintenance cost and Figure 5.11 shows the latency. The
chaining method gives the lowest maintenance cost while fanning method gives
the highest. However, the fanning method demonstrates lowest latency while
the chaining method the highest. Our hybrid method harnesses the power of
both approaches and achieves a performance close to the best performance of
the two approaches in both maintenance cost and latency.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
In today's applications where dealing with vast stream data becomes a norm
rather than an exception, it is in urgent need to design data dissemination sys-
tems in large scale. We identied a new pattern of data dissemination based on
conformance constraints where data accuracy can be traded for low bandwidth.
We formally dened the problem of conformance preserving data dissemination
and addressed two types of conformance data dissemination problems that we
are interested in: data dissemination based on simple subscriptions and data
dissemination based on composite subscriptions.
For simple subscriptions, we proposed a Multilevel Cooperative Filter (MCF)
overlay. Central to MCF are two key ideas: cooperative lters and lter-based
overlay. Cooperative lters make sure that a lter with large conformance
threshold can be decomposed into a sequence of smaller ones without compro-
mising conformance preserving property. Filter-based overlay strives to make all
such decompositions share as many common smaller lters as possible and thus
minimizes the total number of lters to check. We described an online greedy
algorithm to compute the minimum-size data sequence for dissemination and
proved that it gives the optimal approximation ratio to the optimal o-line
solution for all deterministic online algorithms. We then showed that our mul-
tilevel cooperative lter algorithm generates the same dissemination sequence
as the online greedy algorithm, thus proving the optimality of our approach.
We further proved the NP-hardness of the lter overlay construction and give
a O(lnn)-approximation algorithm to minimize the level-wise communication
cost.
We extended the model to support a richer and more expressive subscription
semantics, allowing the user interest to be specied as arbitrary conformance
predicates combined using logical operators on multiple data sources. Through
Disjunctive Normal Form (DNF) transformation, arbitrary composite lters are
decomposed into conjunctive lters. We then used a hybrid method based on
ltering strength to support these conjunctive lters with low communication
cost and low latency.
We have built a stock monitoring application using real life stock quotes
collected from Yahoo Finance to evaluate the performance. A variety of ex-
periments have been conducted to verify our design choices and deepen our
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understanding of the impact of various system parameters on both application-
level and network-level performances. The simulation results suggest that the
approaches are feasible to be deployed in large scale networks.
Future Work
We see two important directions for future research. First, the work in this
research on quantitative data can be extended to qualitative data, namely text
streams, so that ecient data dissemination could be achieved based on changes
of text content. Second, a more general form of dynamic lters based on mono-
tonically increasing or decreasing functions can be further explored.
Quantitative Data vs Qualitative Data
Micro-blogging, as exemplied by the phenomenal success of Twitter, has be-
come a new form of social communication to express opinions, broadcast news,
or communicate with friends. People often comment on events in real time, with
several hundred micro-blogs (tweets) posted each second for signicant events.
Text streams generated by micro-blogging services share some common char-
acteristics with our quantitative data streams:
 Text streams are generated on a continuous basis and in a large volume.
Upon event bursts, many messages are redundant in the sense that the
same text sources are rephrased or \retweeted" when circulating within
the system.
 Stream ltering is needed to remove redundant information and deliver
interesting updates to the users.
Twitter, and many other existing micro-blogging services, are centralized
systems. Although this thesis targets at quantitative data streams only, if we
could model the content change of text streams in a quantitative way, the frame-
work that we have proposed would oer a distributed alternative to the existing
infrastructure.
New event detection, also known as rst story detection, is an important task
in topic detection and tracking in the area of information retrieval to detect topic
shift or change based on the similarities among documents. New event detection
based on social media such as Twitter streams starts to attract attentions such
as [29, 36]. These eorts provide a basis to model the content change of social
media streams in a quantitative way.
General Form of Dynamic Filters
In this thesis, we identify one useful type of dynamic lters, namely the con-
formance threshold. More general form of dynamic lters, such as those based
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on monotonically increasing or decreasing functions of values, remain to be ex-
plored. One rather common case is likely to be changes in terms of percentages.
For example, consider the requirement that a stock quote be delivered to a user
only when it diers from the local state by at least 50%. Instead of dealing
with conformance thresholds, we are dealing with percentage of change. The
decomposition proposed in our approach might still help when dealing with
multiple lters of dierent percentage values. However, special care has to be
taken: when dealing with conformance thresholds, the decomposition follows
the addition rule: f50 would be decomposed as f20 and f30. However, in the
case of percentage of change, the decomposition follows the multiplication rule.
Note that if we use logarithmic arithmetic, we might still be able to use some
form of addition rule. However, the decomposition is no longer symmetric: the
left and right intervals are not of the same magnitude on the log scale.
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